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A

Hosam Gharib Abdelhady, PHD (hosam.abdelhady@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Pharmacology, Department of Physiology & Pharmacology, PHD, Univ of Nottingham; MPHARM, Cairo University; BPHARM, Al-Fateh Univ of Medical Sci

Berna El Rahi Abed el Sater, PHD (bxa051@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Human Sciences, Department of Human Sciences, PHD, University of Montreal; MS, American University of Beirut; BS, Notre Dame University

Ira R Adams, PHD (eng_ira@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, University of Virginia - SFS; MA, University of Virginia - SFS; BA, Washington & Lee University

Randy L Adams, MM (mus_rla@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, MM, Northwestern University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Samuel Adu-Prah, PHD (sxa054@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MSED, Alcorn State University; MPHIL, University of Cambridge; BA, University of Ghana

Aisha Saratu Ahmadu, PHD (asa059@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Mississippi State University; MBA, New Mexico State University; BA, Midwestern State University

Irfan Ahmed, PHD (mgt_ixa@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; MBA, The Indian Institute of Mgmt; BA, Osmania University

Bina Ajay, PHD (binaajay@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Cincinnati; BC, University of Mumbai
Ouadie Akaaboune, PHD (oxa021@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MACCY, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; BA, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa

Sinem Akay-Sullivan, PHD (sxsa055@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MED, Univ of North Texas; MS, Middle East Technical Univ; BS, Hacettepe University

Miriam Ama Bima Akoto, PHD (maa126@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of French, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MA, Univ of Arizona; BA, Kwame Nkrumah University

Donald P Albert, PHD (geo_dpa@shsu.edu), Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; MA, Appalachian State University; BS, Salem State College

John G Alford, PHD (jga001@shsu.edu), Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles

Diego Alvarez, PHD (diego.alvarez@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Physiology and Pharmacology, Department of Physiology & Pharmacology, PHD, Univ of South Alabama; MD, Universidad Libre

Min Kyung An, PHD (an@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MS, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BS, Jeju National University

Jeffrey S Anastasi, PHD (jsa001@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Suny At Binghamton; MA, Suny At Binghamaton

Jaime Lynn Anderson, PHD (jla068@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MS, Eastern Kentucky University; BA, Univ of Dayton; BA, Univ of Dayton

Mark J Anderson, PHD (mjanderson@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Iowa State University; MS, Texas Tech University; BS, Texas Tech University

Rebecca Kirstin Andrews Dickert, MD (rebecca.andrewsdickert@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Physioogy, Department of Physiology & Pharmacology, MD, Michigan State University; BA, Univ of Chicago

Leslie Rachelle Anglesey, PHD (lra012@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Nevada-Reno; MA, California St Un-Sacramento; BA, California St Un-Sacramento

Benny E Arney, PHD (chm_bea@shsu.edu), Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Rice University; BA, Univ of St Thomas

Michael I Arrington, PHD (mia016@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Univ of South Florida; BA, Univ of Southern Mississippi

Tatiana Vyacheslavovna Artamonova, PHD (txa034@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Purdue University; MA, Texas Tech University; MED, Texas Tech University; BA, Russian State Social Univ

Jeremiah Ogonda Asaka, PhD (joa012@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, PHD, Univ of Massachusetts-Boston; MA, Univ of Massachusetts-Boston; MS, Ohio University; BSC, Maseno University

Mario Aschauer, PHD (mxa072@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, University of Vienna; MA, Univ of Music & Perform Arts; MPHIL, University of Vienna

Burcu Ates, PHD (bxa013@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Michigan State University; BA, Middle East Technical Univ

Mardelle Renee Atkins, PHD (mra043@shsu.edu), Roland Black Endowed Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Baylor College of Medicine; BS, Texas A&M University

Traci Leigh Austin, PhD (tla016@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MED, Sam Houston State University; MA, Ohio State University; BA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln

Andia B Azimi, PHD (axa205@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Georgia State University; MS, Georgia State University; BS, Georgia State University

Nancy E Baker, PHD (nbe001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Harvard University; AM, Harvard University; MA, George Washington University; BA, Rutgers University
Faculty

Maria Hasler Barker, PHD (mhb015@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Spanish, Chair of World Languages & Cultures, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Indiana University; MA, Indiana University; BA, Brigham Young University

Iftekhar Ibne Basith, PHD (iib002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Windsor; MAC, Univ of Windsor; BSEE, Shah Jalal Univ of Sci & Tech

Janelle Kay Baxter, PHD (jkb211@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Illinois-Chicago; MA, Univ of Colorado; BA, Seattle University

Andrea Lynne Beerwinkle, PHD (alb086@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas A&M University

Kimberly K Bell, PHD (eng_kkb@shsu.edu), Professor of English and Dean of Honors College, Department of English, PHD, Georgia State University; MA, Clark University; BA, The American College of Greece

Carrie A Belsito, PHD (belsito@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, California St Un-Fresno

Kristin Claire Bennett, PHD (kcb062@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Arizona State University; MA, College of New Jersey; BA, College of New Jersey

Helen Berg, PHD (hberg@shsu.edu), Associate Dean of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Colorado; MED, Lesley College; BS, Univ of N Carolina-Greensboro

Milo D. Berg, PHD (eco_mdb@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Business Analysis, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Texas A&M University; BSB, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Devon Michael Berry, PHD (dmn116@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Director of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Washington; MBA, Western Governors University; MSN, Case Western Reserve Univ; BSN, Cedarville University

Marcy Miller Beverley, PHD (agr_mmb@shsu.edu), Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Texas A&M University

Dana Elaine Bible, EDD (deb013@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Tracy E. Bilsing, PHD (eng_teb@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Associate Dean of Honors College, Department of English, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Jadwiga M Biskupska, PHD (jxb074@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Yale University; MA, Yale University; MA, Yale University; BA, Cornell University

Robin M Bittick, PHD (rmb004@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Claremont Grad Sch; MPA, California St Un-Dominguez Hil; BS, California St Un-Dominguez Hil

William Hollis Blackwell, EDD (whb004@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Boston University; EDM, Harvard University; BA, Colgate University

Jacob Damon Blevins, PHD (jblevins@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of English, Department of English, PHD, Texas Tech University; MFA, McNeese State University; MA, McNeese State University; BA, McNeese State University

Leslie H Blix, PHD (lhb010@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MS, Cuny Queens College; BS, Hodges University; BA, Univ of Connecticut

Tonya J Blocker, PHD (tbj094@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Florida-Atlantic U; MS, Florida State University; BS, Florida State University

Marcus T Boccaccini, PHD (psy_mtb@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MA, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; BS, Univ of Santa Clara

Danielle Lynne Boisvert, PHD (dxb014@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology; Associate Dean, COCJ, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Cincinnati; MFS, George Washington University; BS, University of Western Ontario

Breanna Lynne Boppre, PHD (bxb078@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, PHD, Univ of Nevada-Las Vegas; MS, Portland State University; BA, Univ of Nevada-Reno
Mary K Borcherding, MFA (art_mkb@shsu.edu), Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Indiana University-Bloomington; BS, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

Maria Del Pi Botero Jaramillo, PHD (mdb037@shsu.edu), Professor of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, York University; MA, York University; BA, Universidad Javeriana

Tony Lane Boutte, DMA (txb023@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MM, Eastman School of Music; BFA, Louisiana Tech University

Tershundrea Branch, PHD (txb035@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Prairie View A&M University; BS, Lamar University

Frances Elizabeth Brandau, PHD (scm_feb@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MA, Univ of Southern Mississippi; BS, Univ of Southern Mississippi

Jonathan P Breazeale, PHD (jpb005@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking, PHD, Texas A&M University; MBA, Millsaps College; BS, United States Military Academy

Emma Renee Breslauer, MFA (erb053@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BFA, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Rosemarie M Brock, PHD (rmb043@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Texas Woman's University; MLS, Texas Woman's University; BA, Oklahoma State University

Joshua Martin Bronfman, PHD (jxb102@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, Florida State University; MA, Oregon State University; BME, Florida State University

Ryan M Broussard, PHD (rxb055@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MS, Univ of Louisiana-Lafayette; BA, Univ of Louisiana-Lafayette

Diana Michelle Brown, JD (dxb029@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, JD, South Texas College of Law; BA, Rice University

Jonathan Nathan Brown, PHD (jnb047@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, Indiana University

Lisa Ogle Brown, EDD (lob002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Oklahoma State University; MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Texas A&M University

Stephen L Brown, PHD (sbrown@shsu.edu), Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MS, Arizona State University; BS, Brigham Young University

Wyatt Dandle Brown, PHD (wbrown@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MS, Univ of Louisville; BS, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham

Gina Nicole Brynildsen, PHD (gnb009@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mkgt, & Info Systems, PHD, Florida-Atlantic U; MA, Florida-Atlantic U; BA, Ramapo College; BA, Ramapo College

Jonathan Ronald Bryson, MFA (jrb132@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Ball State University; BFA, Clemson University

Sibyl Rae Bucheli, PHD (srb009@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MS, Ohio State Univ; BA, Hiram College

Harsh Harish Buddhadev, PHD (hhb005@shsu.edu), Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Iowa State University; MS, Univ of North Texas; BPHIL, Gujarat University

Scottie H Buehler, PHD (scottiecpm@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles; MA, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Emma Kathleen Price Bullock, PHD (exb051@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Utah State University; MMATH, Utah State University; BS, Brigham Young University

Laura Keilers Burleson, PHD (hec_lpb@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Interior Design, Department of Human Sciences, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Oklahoma State University; BS, Oklahoma State University

Ferry Butar Butar, PHD (mth_fbb@shsu.edu), Professor of Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MS, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BS, Academy of Statistics; DRS, University of Indonesia
Sandra Vanesa Buzon Vargas, PHD (svb015@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University

Patrick Buzzini, PHD (patrick.buzzini@shsu.edu), Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, University of Lausanne; MS, University of Lausanne

Emily R Cabaniss, PHD (erc016@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, North Carolina State Univ; MA, North Carolina State Univ; BA, North Carolina State Univ

Rochelle Roeben Cade, PHD (rc039@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; MS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; BA, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi

William John Calderhead, PHD (wjc011@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Oregon; MED, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MA, University of Virginia - SFS; BS, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, The Johns Hopkins University

Rhonda L Callaway, PHD (rlc005@shsu.edu), Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MA, Univ of North Texas; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Patricia Card, DMA (mus_ppc@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of North Texas; MMUS, Univ of Michigan; BM, Univ of North Texas

Christine Georgia Cardinal, JD (cxc107@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Public Health; Interim Assistant Dean, COHS, Department of Public Health, JD, Texas Wesleyan University; MPH, Univ of North TX Hlth Sci Cntr; BA, Texas Christian University

Linda G Carrington, PHD (carrington@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MBA, Univ of Kentucky; BBA, Eastern Kentucky University

Christopher Frank Cascio, MFA (cfc005@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Houston-Main; BFA, San Francisco Art Inst

Daniella Kelleigh Cash, PHD (dkc025@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MA, Univ of Alabama-Huntsville; BS, Florida Southern College

Christopher M Cassidy, PHD (cassidy@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; MBA, Gonzaga University; BS, U.S.Air Force Academy

Scott Thomas Chapman, PHD (stc008@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; BS, Wake Forest University; BS, Wake Forest University

DanHong Chen, PHD (dxc062@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MA, Southeast University; BA, Nanjing Agricultural University

Yixin Chen, PHD (cindychen@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, University at Buffalo, SUNY; MA, Univ of Texas-El Paso; ME, Huaqiao University; BE, Huaqiao University

Paul W Child, PHD (pch@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Notre Dame; MA, James Madison University; BA, Saint John'S University

Hyuk Cho, PHD (hxh005@shsu.edu), Professor of Computing Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Korea University; BE, Chonbuk National University

Jin Young Choi, PHD (jc002@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa; MA, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa; MPH, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa; MS, Ewha Women's University; BS, Ewha Women's University

Madhusudan Choudhary, PHD (mxc017@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, McMaster University; BSC, Patna University

Sanjeev Choudhary, PHD (choudhary@shsu.edu), Professor of Biochemistry, Cell Biology and Genetics, Department of Molecular & Cellular Biology, PHD, Post Graduate Institute of Med; MS, University of Poona; BS, University of Poona

Lindsay Camille Clark, PHD (lclark@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MA, Midwestern State University; BA, Midwestern State University

Kristina Elizabeth Claunch, MLS (kclaunch@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Public Services, MLS, Texas Woman's University; MS, Southwestern Assembly of God; BS, Sam Houston State University
Judith Alane Clemens-Smucker, PHD (jac300@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Bowling Green State University; BA, Goshen College

Shelly Lynn Clevenger, PHD (sxc167@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, PHD, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; MA, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; BA, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Kevin Mark Clifton, PHD (kmc053@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MM, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Austin College

Mona C Cockerham, PHD (mcc053@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BS, Louisiana College

Demetrius Bernard Cofield, PHD (dbc027@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of N Carolina-Charlotte; MED, Winthrop College; BA, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia

Corinna O Cole, PHD (llscvc@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Julie P Combs, EDD (jpc002@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MED, Texas A&M - Commerce; BS, Texas A&M University

Eric J Connolly, PHD (ejc025@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Univ of North Alabama; BA, West Virginia University

Lisa Ann Connor, MS (lconnor@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Public Services, MS, Drexel University; BS, Penn State Un-Univ Park

Mary A. Conroy, PHD (psy_mac@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Colorado State University; BA, Michigan State University

Douglas H Constance, PHD (soc_dhc@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BS, Univ of Missouri-Columbia

Alma Linda Contreras-Vanegas, PHD (alc058@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Jerry L. Cook, PHD (bio_jlc@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Colorado State Univ-Pueblo; BS, Colorado State Univ-Pueblo

Tamara J. Cook, PHD (bio_tjc@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BS, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln

Brian Jay Cooper, PHD (bio_bjc@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Geology, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; MS, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara

Beth L Cory, PHD (blc006@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics Education, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, University of Virginia - SFS; MS, Florida State University; BS, Liberty University

Thomas H Cox, PHD (thc001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, University at Buffalo, Suny; MA, University at Buffalo, Suny; BA, Birmingham-Southern College; BS, Birmingham-Southern College; MS, Birmingham-Southern College; BA, Birmingham-Southern College

Jaime Leigh Coyne, PHD (jib110@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Miltonnette Olivia Craig, PHD (moc006@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; JD, Georgia State University; MS, Florida Int'L Univ; BA, Spelman College; BA, Spelman College

Kyle Ann Craig-Bogard, MFA (kac118@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Theatre and Musical Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, Univ of Washington; BA, Baldwin-Wallace College

Ashley Breanna Crane, MLIS (abc064@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Public Services, MLIS, Univ of Washington; BA, Tarleton State University

Nicholas Crawford, PHD (nxc082@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Harvard University; MA, Harvard University; BA, New York University
James William Crosby, PHD (jwc014@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Assoc Dean CHSS, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MS, Abilene Christian University; BS, Abilene Christian University

Kevin Grant Crouch, MFA (kevincrouch@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, New York University; BFA, Sam Houston State University

Dixuan Cui, PHD (dxc164@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Purdue University; MS, Purdue University; BS, Purdue University

Steven Cuvelier, PHD (icc_sjc@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MA, Univ of Northern Iowa; BS, Iowa State University

D

Lisa Joanne Dahlgren, PHD (ljd004@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Arizona State University; MA, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa; BA, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa

Ronald Jude Daigle, PHD (rjd005@shsu.edu), Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; BS, Univ of South Alabama

Michael Ulan Genialovich Dakeev, MS (dakeev@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, MS, Univ of Northern Iowa; BS, Intl Black Sea University; DTECH, Univ of Northern Iowa

Jay Tyler Davidson, PHD (jxd115@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, West Virginia University; MS, West Virginia University; BS, Shippensburg University

Patrick Rhodes Davis, PHD (davisp@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Osteopathic Principles and Practice, Department of Osteopath Principles & Pract, PHD, East Carolina Univ; BS, Brigham Young University

Juan D Daza Vaca, PHD (jdd054@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Univ of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedra; MS, Univ of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedra; BA, Universidad del Valle

Fatih Demiroz, PHD (fxd009@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Central Florida; MPA, Univ of Central Florida; BA, Yeditepe University

Michael T Demson, PHD (mtd007@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Grad Sch & Univ Center; MA, Grad Sch & Univ Center; BA, Reed College

Furjen Deng, PHD (soc_fjd@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Purdue University; MS, Purdue University; BA, National Taiwan University

James Blackman Dent, PHD (jxd087@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, Missouri Univ of Sci and Tech

Cosmas B Domonaamwin Dery, PHD (cdery@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Calgary; MA, Univ of Lethbridge; BA, University of Ghana

Jennifer Johnson Didier, PHD (jennifer.didier@shsu.edu), Professor of Kinesiology; Chair of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Jared Romeo Dmello, PHD (jrd094@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Lowell; MA, Univ of Lowell; MA, California St Un-San Bernardin; BA, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa

Brandy Gunter Doleshal, PHD (bdoleshal@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Texas at Austin; BA, Indiana University; BS, Indiana University

John C Domino, PHD (pol_jcd@shsu.edu), Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Miami University; MA, Eastern Kentucky University; BA, Florida-Atlantic U

Robert E. Donahoo, PHD (eng_rxd@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Duke University; MA, Duke University; BA, Baylor University; BA, Baylor University

Melissa Paige Donham, MA (mpd028@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MA, Baylor University; BA, Univ of Mary Hardin Baylor

Karen M Douglas, PHD (kmd007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin
Diane Dowdey, PHD (eng_dxd@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; MA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BA, Texas Christian University; BA, Texas Christian University

David M Drukker, PHD (dxd070@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MS, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Oberlin College

Charlotte M. Drumm, MFA (art_cmd@shsu.edu), Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Florida State University; BA, Louisiana College

Lei Duan, PHD (lxd042@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Syracuse University; MPHIL, Syracuse University; MA, Univ of Massachusetts-Amherst; BA, Nankai University

Xiaoman Duan, PHD (xxd002@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking, PHD, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; MA, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; BS, Nankai University

Patricia Marie Durham, PHD (pmd006@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; MS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; BS, Texas Tech University

E

Paul William Eaton, PHD (pwe003@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MED, LSU & A&M College; MED, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

William D. Edginton, EDD (wedgington@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Oklahoma State University; MED, Midwestern State University; BS, Texas Christian University

Jessica S Elkayam, PHD (jse018@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Villanova University; MA, Villanova University; BA, Depaul University

Susan G Elkins, MLIS (sge004@shsu.edu), Associate Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Technical Services, MLIS, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; BA, Brigham Young University

William A Ellegood, PHD (wxe002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Missouri-St Louis; MBA, Ball State University; BS, Kettering University

Maggie Jane Elmore, PHD (mxe053@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Calif-Berkeley; MA, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas Tech University

Hatem Abdelrahman Omar Elshabrawy, PHD (hxe007@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Microbiology, Immunology and Pathology, Department of Molecular & Cellular Biology, PHD, Univ of Illinois-Chicago; BPHARM, Cairo University

Mevhibe Pinar Emiralioglu, PHD (mpe005@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Chicago; MA, Univ of Chicago; MA, Bilkent University; BA, Bogazici University

Trevor Kendrick England, PHD (txe008@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Kennesaw State University; JD, Nashville School of Law; MS, Univ of Connecticut; LLM, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; BS, Tennessee Tech University; BA, Tennessee Tech University

Jason S Enia, PHD (jason.enia@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Fordham University; BA, Univ of Dayton; BA, Univ of Dayton

Gulden Esat, PHD (gxe020@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Univ of Massachusetts-Amherst; BA, Bogazici University

Bryan Scott Stevens Espinosa, PHD (bse013@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MA, Univ of North Texas; BM, Univ of North Texas

Brent Cullen Estes, PHD (bce001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Florida State University; MSS, U.S. Sports Academy; BS, Faulkner University

F

Hui Fang, PHD (hfang@shsu.edu), Professor of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; ME, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Zhejiang University; BS, Zhejiang University

Syed Hasib Akhter Faruqui, PHD (shf006@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Texas-San Antonio; MSC, Univ of Texas-San Antonio; BS, Khulna University of Engineering & Technology Bangladesh
Faculty

Linda Gail Fergus, PHD (lgf011@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Food Science and Nutrition, Department of Human Sciences, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MS, Texas Woman's University; BS, LSU & A&M College

Maria M Feu Lopez, PHD (mmf017@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Hood College; BA, Universidad de Barcelona

Yvette L Figueroa, PHD (yff001@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of Miami; MSED, Univ of Miami; BSED, Univ of Miami

Sherman S Finch, MA (ssf010@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MA, Maryland Institute,Coll of Art; MFA, Maryland Institute,Coll of Art; BFA, Rhode Island School of Design

Rebecca L Finley, MFA (rff001@shsu.edu), Professor of Photography and Acting Chair of Art, Department of Art, MFA, San Francisco Art Inst; MFA, San Francisco Art Inst; BA, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BA, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville

Jamiie Marmitt Forcelini, PHD (forcelini@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Florida State University; MA, Florida State University; BA, University of Passo Fundo

Andrea S Foster, PHD (asf004@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Mark W. Frank, PHD (eco_rmf@shsu.edu), Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MS, Univ of Texas At Dallas; BA, Texas A&M University

Leif M French, PHD (lmf027@shsu.edu), Professor of World Languages and Cultures, Sr. Associate Dean, CHSS, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Universite Laval; Universite Laval; BA, California St Un-Sacramento

Barry Friedman, PHD (phy_baf@shsu.edu), Professor of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy, PHD, Univ of Illinois-Urbana; MS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana; BA, Rice University

Tiffany Nicole Fruge Jones, PHD (tffjones@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Baylor University; MS, McNeese State University; BS, McNeese State University

Matthew Bryan Fuller, PHD (mbf005@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Illinois State University; MS, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Mary C Funck, PHD (mcf012@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking, PHD, Univ of Mississippi; MBA, Western Illinois University; MS, Western Illinois University; BS, Western Illinois University

Marcus James Funk, PHD (mjf023@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Trinity University

G

Di Gao, PHD (dxg085@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, North Dakota State University; MA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BEC, Tianjin University; BBA, Tianjin University

Lesley Ann Gardiner, MD (lesley.gardiner@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, MD, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi

Jeffrey A Gardner, PHD (jag175@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Georgia; MA, Univ of Georgia; BA, Brigham Young University-Idaho

Hope Knight Garner, JD (hlk016@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of General Business and Finance, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, JD, South Texas College of Law; BBA, Baylor University

Randall L Garner, PHD (rgarner@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology and Associate Dean, COCJ, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake

Marcos Esteban Garza Madrid, PHD (marcos.garza@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Physiology, Department of Physiology & Pharmacology, PHD, Instituto Tecnologico de Monterrey; MD, Instituto Tecnologico de Monterrey

Yvonne Garza-Chaves, PHD (yxg002@shsu.edu), Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MSW, Our Lady of Lake University; BSW, Univ of Texas-Pan American

Melissa Dawn Gatlin, PHD (mdg089@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Capella University; MED, Stephen F Austin University; MBA, Univ of St Thomas; BBA, Stephen F Austin University
Hannah R Gerber, PHD (hrq004@shsu.edu), *Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning*, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MS, Florida State University; BA, Florida State University

Jurg Gerber, PHD (icc_jxg@shsu.edu), *Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology*, PHD, Washington State University; MA, Washington State University; BA, Eastern Washington University

Brian K Gibbs, PHD (bkg012@shsu.edu), *Professor of Music, School of Music*, PHD, Walden University; MS, Amberton University; BM, Southern Methodist University

Joshua M Gilliland, PHD (jmg177@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor Environmental and Geosciences, Department of Environmental & Geosciences*, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MS, Western Kentucky University; BS, Ohio State University

Melissa Catharine Glasscock, MFA (mxg102@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Art, Department of Art*, MFA, Savannah College; BFA, Univ of Central Florida

Amber Joyce Godwin, PHD (ajg007@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning*, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of West Florida

Cassandra Mary Frances Gonzalez, PHD (cmg125@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology*, PHD, Univ of Colorado; MA, Univ of Colorado; BA, Univ of Colorado

Fidel Gonzalez, PHD (fxg001@shsu.edu), *Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business*, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MS, Univ of Texas At Austin

Francisco Graciano, MFA (fxg046@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Dance, Department of Dance*, MFA, Florida State University; BFA, Stephens College

Darren P Grant, PHD (dpgo06@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business*, PHD, Florida State University; BS, Florida State University

Nicholas Alexander Graves, MFA (nag023@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre*, MFA, Indiana University-Bloomington; BFA, Abilene Christian University

Adele Renee Gravois, PHD (rgi003@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktp, & Info Systems*, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic & State U; MBA, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Southeastern Louisiana Univ.; BA, Southeastern Louisiana Univ.

Michael John Griffin, PHD (mxg166@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Cell Biology and Genetics, Department of Molecular & Cellular Biology*, PHD, Univ of Calif-Berkeley; BS, Penn State Un-Univ Park

Allan David Grogan, PHD (stdadag27@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktp, & Info Systems*, PHD, Concordia University-Canada; MS, Concordia University-Canada; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Dustin E Gross, PHD (deg013@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry*, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; BS, Univ of Arizona

Elizabeth A Gross, PHD (eag041@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology*, PHD, Wayne State University; MLIS, Wayne State University; BA, Northern Michigan University

Ross Joseph Guida, PHD (ross.guida@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences*, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MS, Univ of Nevada-Las Vegas; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

Christina Marie Gushanas, PHD (cgushanas@shsu.edu), *Eleanor and Charles Garrett Endowed Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning*, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BS, Lamar University

Jose Antonio Gutierrez, PHD (jag063@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking*, PHD, Univ of Texas-San Antonio; MS, Univ of Texas-San Antonio; BBA, Univ of Texas-San Antonio

H

Lory E Haas, EDD (leh015@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning*, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BAT, Sam Houston State University

Thomas W Haase, PHD (twh024@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies*, PHD, University of Pittsburgh; JD, University of Pittsburgh; BA, Chadron State College; BA, Chadron State College

Donovan C Haines, PHD (dch009@shsu.edu), *Professor and Chair of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry*, PHD, Wichita State University; BS, Wichita State University
Mark S Hainline, PHD (msh004@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Julie E Hall, PHD (eng_jeh@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; MA, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; BA, Univ of The South

Sirkka Helena Halmari, PHD (eng_shh@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Univ of Southern California; MA, California St Un-San Bernardi; MSS, University of Tampere; MA, University of Tampere; BA, University of Tampere

Michael John Hanson, MLS (hansonm@shsu.edu), Associate Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Technical Services, MLS, Indiana University; BA, Univ of Utah

James Michael Harper, PHD (jmharper@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Univ of Idaho; BS, Suny College At Geneseo

John P Harris, PHD (jph020@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Geology of Environmental and Geosciences, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville; BS, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville

Elizabeth Noel Hartsell, PHD (enhh033@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Florida; MA, Univ of Florida; BA, North Carolina State Univ

Oscar J Harvin, PHD (ojh002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Florida-Atlantic U; MBA, Univ of N Florida; BS, Bethune-Cookman University

Sharmin Hasan, PHD (sxh130@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Univ of Tokyo; MS, Univ of Tokyo; BSC, Univ of Rajshahi

Penelope A. Hasekoester, MFA (drm_pah@shsu.edu), Associate Dean, CAM; Professor & Acting Chair of Theatre & Musical Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Western Kentucky University; AB, Eastern Kentucky University

Maki Hatanaka, PHD (mxt018@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Michigan State University; MA, Ohio University; BA, Kobe University

Deborah A. Hatton, MA (hatton@shsu.edu), Instructor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MA, Univ of Texas At Tyler; BS, Texas A&M - Commerce

Damon Martin Hay, PHD (dhay@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin

Joshua S Haynes, PHD (jsh064@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Georgia; MA, Univ of Mississippi; BA, Tulane University

Charles Victor Heath, PHD (cvh003@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Tulane University; MA, Tulane University; BA, Tulane University

Emily Catherine Howes Heilman, DM (ech035@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DM, Florida State University; MM, Univ of Louisville; BM, Univ of Louisville

Cassy Daniels Henderson, PHD (cdh045@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Univ of Texas-El Paso; BBA, Univ of Texas-El Paso

Craig E Henderson, PHD (ceh003@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MA, Hardin Simmons University; BS, Howard Payne University; BS, Howard Payne University

Susan Elizabeth Henderson, PHD (shenderson@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Sam Houston State University; MA, Hardin Simmons University; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Mayrena Isamar Hernandez, PHD (mih012@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; MPH, Kansas State University; BS, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Desiree Gretchen Hickman, EDD (dgh029@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Jackson State University; MS, Jackson State University; BS, Alcorn State University

Darci N Hill, PHD (eng_dnh@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Texas Woman's University; MA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos
Joseph C Hill, PHD (jch031@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Environmental and Geosciences, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PhD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; PhD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MS, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BS, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BS, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville

Sandy Purdum Hinkley, PHD (sxh080@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, Florida State University; MED, Univ of Central Florida; BSED, Florida State University

Jamie H Hinojosa, MD (jaime.hinojosa@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Anatomy and Histology, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MS, Lincoln Memorial University; BS, Univ of Texas-Brownsville

Meagan Elizabeth Hinze, PHD (meh066@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Cornell University; MS, Cornell University; BS, Butler University

Sarah Anne Hirsch, PHD (sah110@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Capella University; MSN, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BSN, Texas Tech Univ-Hlth Sci Cntr

Christopher Eugene Hobbs, PHD (ceh079@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, Angelo State University

Victoria Smith Hollas, PHD (torihollas@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; BA, Houston Christian University

Melinda Ann Holt, PHD (mm014@shsu.edu), Professor of Statistics and Associate Dean, COSET, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Baylor University; MA, Baylor University; BA, Baylor University

Peggy Phlipot Holzweiss, PHD (pholzweiss@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Kaitlin Ann Hopkins, PHD (kah147@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Rachel Michelle Houston, PHD (rmh034@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of Texas At Dallas

Henry E. Howey, DMA (mus_heh@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, University of Iowa; MMUS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana; BMUS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana

TzeLi Hsu, PHD (thsu@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Mississippi State University; BA, National Taiwan University

Yao Huang, PHD (yxh051@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, The University of Memphis; BA, University of Electronic Science & Tech of China

Caleb George Hubbard, MA (cgh034@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, West Texas A&M State Univ; BS, West Texas A&M State Univ

Adam L Hubrig, PHD (axh151@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BA, Concordia University

Lesley L Hughes, PHD (llh036@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; DMA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; MA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BM, Univ of Kansas

Sheree Robyn Hughes-Stamm, PHD (sxh039@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, Bond University; BS, University of Queensland (The)

James W Hynes, PHD (jwh009@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana; BA, Univ of Illinois-Urbana

Laura Theresa Iesue, PHD (iti002@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Miami; BS, Ohio State Univ

Taehoon Im, MPP (txi007@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, MPP, Harvard University; BA, Univ of Michigan; BA, Hongik University
Jason R Ingram, PHD (jri004@shsu.edu), *Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology*, PHD, Michigan State University; MA, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; BA, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale

ABM Rezaul Islam, PHD (ari014@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science*, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Ajou University; BSC, Skakjalal Univ of Sci & Techno

J

Farid Jahantab, PHD (fxj007@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems*, PHD, Univ of Texas-El Paso; MA, London Metropolitan University

Carol Renee James, PHD (phy_crj@shsu.edu), *Professor of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy*, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Rice University

William A. Jasper, PHD (mth_waj@shsu.edu), *Professor of Mathematics Education, Department of Mathematics & Statistics*, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Univ of Southern California; BS, Lafayette College

Kurt R Jesswein, PHD (jesswein@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Finance and Chair, Finance and Banking, Department of Finance & Banking*, PHD, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; MIB, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; BBA, Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

Haodi Jiang, PHD (hxj024@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science*, PHD, New Jersey Institute of Techn; MS, Florida Int’L Univ; BE, Southwest University

Daphne Diane Johnson, PHD (edu_dxe@shsu.edu), *Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning*, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BSED, Univ of Houston-Main

Stacy Horany Johnson, MS (shjohnson@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Public Services*, MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Tulane University

Steve J Johnson, PHD (sjj008@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking*, PHD, Univ of Utah; MS, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BA, Union College

Carla D Jones, PHD (cdj033@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems*, PHD, Arizona State University; MBA, Northwestern University; BS, California St Un-Northridge

Dustin L Jones, PHD (dljones@shsu.edu), *Interim Associate Dean COSET and Professor of Mathematics Education, Department of Mathematics & Statistics*, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Southwest Baptist University

Nathan P Jones, PHD (nxj008@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies*, PHD, Univ of Calif-Irvine; MA, Univ of Calif-Irvine; BA, Univ of Calif-Berkeley

Brian Matthew Jordan, PHD (bmj018@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor and Chair of History, Department of History*, PHD, Yale University; MA, Yale University; MPHIL, Yale University; BA, Gettysburg College

Maribeth Frances Jorgensen, PHD (mxj040@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education*, PHD, The University of South Dakota; MSED, Univ of Nebraska-Kearney; BS, Univ of Nebraska-Kearney

Praphul Joshi, PHD (pxj015@shsu.edu), *Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health*, PHD, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; MPH, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; BDS, Bangalore University

K

Ram Chandra Kafle, PHD (rckafle@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics*, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MS, Univ of Akron; MS, Tribhuvan University; BS, Tribhuvan University

Timothy S. Kalafut, PHD (tim.kalafut@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science*, PHD, Texas A&M University; BA, Whitworth College

Barbara Alicja Kaminska, PHD (bak018@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Art, Department of Art*, PHD, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; MA, University of Warsaw

Ebrahim Parvaresh Karan, PHD (epk008@shsu.edu), *Quanta Endowed Associate Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology*, PHD, Georgia Inst of Tech; MSC, Tehran Polytechnic; BSC, Tehran Polytechnic

Scott Aaron Kaukonen, PHD (kaukonen@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of English, Department of English*, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MFA, Univ of Arizona; BA, Hope College
Masoud Kazemzadeh, PHD (mxk002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Univ of Southern California; BA, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Rosanne S Keathley, PHD (hpe_rsk@shsu.edu), Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BAT, Sam Houston State University

Stanley F. Kelley, PHD (sfkelley@shsu.edu), Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Owen Joseph Kelly, PHD (ojk003@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Nutrition, Department of Molecular & Cellular Biology, PHD, University College Cork; BSC, University College Cork

Sarah Kerrigan, PHD (sxk003@shsu.edu), Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, University of British Columbia; BSC, University of Hull

Khalid Mahmood Khan, DPH (kxk051@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, DPH, Columbia University; MSC, University of Dhaka; BSC, University of Dhaka

Parichehr Kianian, PHD (pkianian@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg. & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MBA, Univ of Tehran-Iran; BSC, Sharif Univ of Technology

Bit Na Kim, PHD (bitna.kim@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Sam Houston State University; BA, Chungbuk National University

Dianna Lynn Kim, JD (dik011@shsu.edu), Associate Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Public Services, JD, Mitchell Hamline Sch of Law; MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Illinois State University

Doo Young Kim, PHD (dkim@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Ball State University; BS, Gachon Univ.

Emily Taehee Kim, MFA (thkim@shsu.edu), Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, LSU & A&M College; BFA, Hanyang University

Min Hyun Kim, PHD (mxk056@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of New Mexico; MA, California St Un-San Bernardino; BPED, Kyung Hee Univ Seoul; BPED, Kyung Hee Univ Seoul

Nam Young Kim, PHD (nyk001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MA, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MAC, Sookmyung Women's University; BA, Sookmyung Women's University

Youn Oh Kim, PHD (younoh@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Int'l Business, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Univ of Southern California; BA, Ewha Womans Univ.

Kyle Douglas Kindred, DMA (kdk001@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Texas At Austin; MM, Univ of Texas At Austin; BM, Wichita State University

Alexander Boone Kinney, PHD (akinney@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Arizona; MA, Univ of Arizona; BA, Penn State University

Melanie Elizabeth Kinskey, PHD (mxk069@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of School of Teaching and Learning, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of South Florida; BA, Saint Leo University

Tracy Rouly Knight, EDD (trk033@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of American Sign Language, Department of World Languages & Cultures, EDD, Lamar University; MS, Lamar University; BA, Gallaudet University

Ginger Y Ko, PHD (gingerko@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Georgia; MFA, Univ of Wyoming; BS, Indiana University-Bloomington; BA, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles

Steven David Koether, PHD (stevenkoether@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Texas A&M University

Gerald Kohers, PHD (kohera@shsu.edu), Professor of Management Information Systems and Chair, Dept of Mgmt and Mktg, Department of Mgmt, Mktg. & Info Systems, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; MBA, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; BS, Mississippi State University

Stuti Subbaiah Kokkalera, PHD (sxk078@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Northwestern University; LLM, Georgetown University; LLB, Gujarat University

Jason Thomas Konefal, PHD (jtk007@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Michigan State University; BA, St. Lawrence University
Andrey Vitalyevich Koptelov, PHD (axk022@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Academy of Pedagogical Science; BED, Kirov State Pedagogical Inst

Colton Ellis Krawiecz, PHD (cek043@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MED, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, LSU & A&M College

Naomi Lynne Krawzik, PHD (stndvl11@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Alma College

Kevin John Kryston, PHD (kjk039@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, PHD, Michigan State University; MA, Univ of Dayton; BA, Univ of Dayton

Lana Kuscer, DMA (lxk025@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of North Texas; MM, Hochschule fur Musik und Theat; BM, Royal College of Music

Kimberly N LaPrairie, PHD (knl007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MED, Univ of Louisiana-Lafayette; BBA, Henderson State University

Leena Jo Landmark, PHD (landmark@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Forrest Christopher Lane, PHD (fcl004@shsu.edu), Associate Dean of Education, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Texas A&M University

John W Lane, DMA (jwl002@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Cincinnati; MM, Univ of North Texas; BM, Stephen F Austin University

Mae Ann Lane, EDD (mal024@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Texas A&M - Commerce; BA, Abilene Christian University

Hillary Anne Langley, PHD (hlangley@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; BA, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill

Nicolas J Lantz, MFA (nick.lantz@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Department of English, MFA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BA, Lewis & Clark College

Victoria Pettersen Lantz, PhD (vplantz@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; MA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BA, Lewis & Clark College

Wanda Edelis Leal, PhD (wlel004@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Florida State University; BS, Florida State University

William Hadley Leavell, DBA (fin_whl@shsu.edu), Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking, DBA, Louisiana Tech University; MBA, LSU & A&M College; BS, Louisiana Tech University

Heejin Lee, PHD (heejin.lee@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Cincinnati; MS, Univ of Cincinnati; LLB, Korean National Police Univvers

Peter Scott Lehmann, PHD (psl003@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Florida State University; BA, Furman University

Mark R Leipnik, PHD (geo_mrl@shsu.edu), Professor of Geography and Geology, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; MBA, Rice University; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara

Patrick J Lewis, PHD (pjl001@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Associate Dean of Honors College, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Duke University; MS, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas Tech University

Chi-Sing Li, PHD (dcl001@shsu.edu), Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MED, Univ of Louisiana-Monroe; MED, Univ of Louisiana-Monroe; BA, Univ of Texas at Austin

Fan Liang, MS (fxl027@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, MS, Univ of Massachusetts-Dartmouth; BS, Northwestern Polytechnic Univ; DSC, Towson State University

Gan Liang, PHD (phy_gnl@shsu.edu), Professor of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy, PHD, Rutgers University; BS, Beijing University
Sungdae Lim, PHD (slim@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor or Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Florida State University; MPA, Florida State University; BPA, Soongsil University

Jeffrey L Littlejohn, PHD (jll004@shsu.edu), Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville; MA, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville; BA, Belmont University

Qingzhong Liu, PHD (qx1005@shsu.edu), Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, New Mexico Inst/Mining/Tech; ME, Sichuan University; BE, Northwestern Polytechnic Univ

Xing Liu, MS (xxl020@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, MS, Lawrence Inst. of Tc; BE, Shanghai Univ of Engr Science; DSC, Towson State University

Yu Liu, PHD (yxl068@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, Emory University; MPH, Yale University; BBA, Nankai University

Dennis R Longmire, PHD (longmire@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BS, Towson State University; BS, Towson State University

Mario G Loomis, MD (mxl107@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Anatomy and Chair, Clinical Anatomy, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Univ of Vermont&State Agr Col; AB, Cornell University

Tabbetha Dawn Lopez, PHD (tdl030@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Human Sciences, Department of Human Sciences, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Kevin C Lord, PHD (kcl043@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Pharmacology; Director of Research, Department of Physiology & Pharmacology, PHD, LSU Health Science Center; MHS, LSU Health Science Center; BS, LSU Health Science Center

Wojciech Lorenz, MFA (wlorenz@shsu.edu), Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, Depaul University; BA, Columbia College-Chicago

Anna Hommadova Lu, PHD (anyalu@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Arizona State University; PHD, University of Tsukuba; MA, University of Tsukuba; BA, Minnesota State Un-Moorhead

Connor James Lubojacky, PHD (cjll076@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Texas At Dallas; BS, Univ of Texas At Dallas; BS, Univ of Texas At Dallas

Russell P Lundberg, PHD (rcl027@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, PHD, Pardee Rand Graduate School; MPHIL, Pardee Rand Graduate School; MPP, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, Hope College

Frederick C. Lunenburg, PHD (edu_fcl@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, University of Ottawa; MAED, Seton Hall University; BS, Wagner College

William I Lutterschmidt, PHD (bio_wil@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; MS, Southeastern Louisiana Univ.; BS, De Sales University

Aaron Matthew Lynne, PHD (aml027@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, North Dakota State University; BS, North Dakota State University

Junkun Ma, PHD (jxm158@shsu.edu), Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Calif-San Diego; MS, N China Electric Power Univ; BE, Tsinghua University

Mitzi Mahoney, PHD (pol_mlm@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Kentucky; BA, Univ of Texas-Pan American

Martin E Malandro, PHD (mem037@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Dartmouth College; AM, Dartmouth College; BS, Texas Tech University

Tiffany Robin Nicole Maldonado, PHD (tmaldonado@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Rice University; BA, Rice University

Enrique Mallen, PHD (edm012@shsu.edu), Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Cornell University; MA, Cornell University; MA, Universidad de Sevilla

Ananda Bandulasiri Manage, PHD (xxh001@shsu.edu), Professor of Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, University of Kelaniya
Balasundram Maniam, PHD (gba_bxm@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking, PHD, Univ of Mississippi; MBA, Arkansas State University; BS, Arkansas State University

Robert Maninger, EDD (rmm023@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of North Texas; MED, Tarleton State University; BSED, Lubbock Christian University

Ryan J Marek, PHD (rxm147@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Kent State University; MA, Kent State University; BS, John Carroll University

Eric L Marsh, MFA (elm008@shsu.edu), Professor of Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, Western Illinois University; BA, California St Un-Chico

Taylor Elizabeth Martin, PHD (taylor.martin@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Rice University; MA, Rice University; BA, Univ of Rochester; BS, Univ of Rochester

Rafael Ernesto Martinez, PHD (rem019@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Agriculture, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Cynthia Martinez-Garcia, EDD (crm021@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Texas A&M-Kingsville; MS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; BS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi

Nara Martirosyan, EDD (nxm021@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Grambling State Univ; MS, Grambling State Univ; BA, Tatev Pedagogical University

Giuseppe Martone, PHD (gxm120@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MS, University of Rome, Sapienza; BA, University of Rome, Sapienza

Huda Masood, PHD (hxm040@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgnt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, York University; MA, Adler University, Chicago; BSC, York University

Robert B Matthews, JD (rbm003@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, JD, Univ of Houston-Main; MACC, Rice University; BA, Rice University; BA, Rice University

David C Mayes, PHD (dhc_dcm@shsu.edu), Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; MA, Univ of Richmond; BA, Univ of Richmond

William Matthew Mc Inturf, DMA (mus_wmm@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Cincinnati; MM, Univ of Houston-Main; BMUS, Univ of North Texas

Joyce Kay McCauley, PHD (edu_jkm@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas Woman’s University; MED, Univ of Guam; BA, Univ of South Florida

Kenneth Bruce McIntyre, PHD (kbm014@shsu.edu), Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Tulane University; MS, University of Wales; MA, Tulane University; BA, Princeton University

Jessica Ann McQueston, PHD (jam391@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; MA, Univ of New Mexico; BSED, Univ of New Mexico

Ali Mchiri, MBA (amchiri@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgnt, Mktg, & Info Systems, MBA, New Mexico State University; BBA, Univ of Texas-El Paso

Thomas James Meagher, PHD (tjm101@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Connecticut; MA, Univ of Connecticut; BA, Univ of Calif-Berkeley

Melissa L Mednicov, PHD (mmnednicov@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Art, Department of Art, PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MA, Penn State Un-Univ Park; BA, Smith College

Sanjay S. Mehta, PHD (mkt_ssm@shsu.edu), Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgnt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of North Texas; MBA, Angelo State University; BS, Angelo State University

Hannah Beth Menendez, MSI (hmenendez@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Public Services, MSI, Florida State University; MA, Florida State University; BA, Palm Beach Atlantic

Chris C. Michel, MM (mcm_ccm@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, MM, Ohio State Univ; BM, Baylor University

Holly A Miller, PHD (psy_ham@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; MA, Morehead State University; BA, Bethel College
Lee Mary Miller, PHD (lee.miller@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Yale University; MPHIL, Yale University; MA, Yale University; AB, Smith College

Melinda Sue Miller, PHD (lss_msm@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BSED, Univ of Texas At Austin

Scott T Miller, PHD (stm009@shsu.edu), Professor of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MS, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, Rutgers University; BS, Rutgers University

Geraldine Isabelle Christ Monjardez, PHD (gxm073@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, University of Manchester; MS, Cranfield University; BS, University of Cent Lancashire

Ricardo Montelongo, PHD (rxm059@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Indiana University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Nadav Morag, PHD (nxm040@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, PHD, Tel Aviv University; MA, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles; BA, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles

Edward Michael Morin, MFA (emm026@shsu.edu), Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Syracuse University; BFA, Univ of North Texas

Philip W Morris, PHD (aac_pwm@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Jennifer Dydo Morrison, PHD (jdm214@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Nevada-Reno; MS, Western Maryland Col; BS, William & Mary College

Angela Marie Morse, MSIS (amm431@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Technical Services, MSIS, Univ of Texas At Austin; BSCS, Univ of Texas At Austin

David Kelton Moss, PHD (dxm112@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Geology, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Syracuse University; MS, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; BS, Centenary College of Louisiana

Momen Ragab Mousa, PHD (mxm363@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MS, Cairo University; BE, Cairo University

Ashton Michelle Mouton, PHD (amm009@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, PHD, Purdue University; MA, Colorado State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Sachin Dheeraj Mudigonda, MFA (sxm259@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, Univ of Texas At Austin; MS, Arizona State University

Falguni Shyamal Mukherjee, PHD (fsm002@shsu.edu), Associate Dean of The Graduate School, Ombuds, and Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; MS, Univ of Texas At Dallas; BE, Birla Institute of Tech & Sci

Suren Visaka Mullegama, PHD (svm013@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Genetics, Department of Molecular & Cellular Biology, PHD, Virginia Commonwealth Univ; BS, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Philip W Mulvey, PHD (pwm010@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, PHD, Arizona State University; MA, Boston College; BS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana

Mario Alfredo Munoz Rosario, PHD (mam325@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Boston University; MS, Northern Michigan University; BA, Univ of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedra

Audrey D Murfin, PHD (adm034@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Suny At Binghamton; MA, Suny At Binghamton; BA, Reed College

N

Diana Kay Nabors, EDD (ils_dkn@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Carroll F. Nardone, PHD (cfnardone@shsu.edu), Professor of English and Associate Dean, CHSS, Department of English, PHD, New Mexico State University; MA, Ohio State Univ; BA, Univ of Texas-El Paso

Chelsey Samara Narvey, BA (cxn042@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, BA, Concordia University
Hiranya K Nath, PHD (eco_hkn@shsu.edu), Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Southern Methodist University; MA, Southern Methodist University; MPHIL, Jawaharlal Nehru University; MA, University of Delhi; BA, University of Delhi

Adam P Natoli, PHD (apn017@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Adelphi University; MA, Adelphi University; MS, Eastern Michigan University; BA, Rider University

John Charles Navarro, PHD (jcn044@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Louisville; MS, Illinois State University; BS, Illinois State University

Velvet A Nelson, PHD (van001@shsu.edu), Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Kent State University; MA, East Carolina Univ; BSBA, West Liberty State College

Steve A Nenninger, PHD (san009@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MBA, Southeast Missouri State Univ; BSBA, Southeast Missouri State Univ

Diane L. Neudorf, PHD (bio_dln@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, York University; MSC, University of Manitoba; BSC, University of Manitoba

Ray Gene Newman, PHD (rgn006@shsu.edu), Professor of Public Health and Chair of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, New York University; MPHIL, New York University; MBA, California St Un-Long Beach; BS, East Central University

Adele Nickel, MFA (axn051@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Univ of Washington; BA, New School/Soc Rsrch

Lautrice Mc Carty Nickson, PHD (imn005@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Prairie View A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; MED, Loyola University Maryland; BS, Mississippi State University

Andrew M Noble, MFA (amn008@shsu.edu), Professor of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Florida State University; BA, Univ of South Florida

Dionne L. Noble, MFA (dln008@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Univ of Utah; BA, Univ of South Florida

Ramona M Noland, PHD (psy_rmn@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BA, Wheeling College

April Lynn OBrien, PHD (aprilobrien@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Clemson University; MA, Suny Coll of Buffalo; BA, Grove City College

Suleiman Mahmoud Obeidat, PHD (sma036@shsu.edu), Fred Pirkle Endowed Assistant Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; MSC, University of Jordan; BS, Jordan University of Sci & Tec

Willard M Oliver, PHD (ccw_wmo@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, West Virginia University; MA, West Virginia University; MS, Radford University; BS, Radford University

Seth David Olson, PHD (sxo036@shsu.edu), Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Kent State University; PHD, Kent State University; MA, The University of South Dakota; BA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln

Erin Anderson Orrick, PHD (eorrick@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BSCJ, Texas Christian University

Pablo Alberto Ortega Poveda, PHD (pao016@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Arizona State University; BA, Universidad Javeriana

Eric Daniel Owen, MA (ericowen@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Executive Director, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Non Instructional, MA, Western Michigan University; MSI, Univ of Michigan; BA, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Erin Elizabeth Owens, MS (eowens@shsu.edu), Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Public Services, MS, Univ of North Texas; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Lillie Vivian Ka Padilla, PHD (lvp005@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Arizona State University; MA, Arizona State University; BA, University of Ghana; BA, University of Ghana

Shyam Bahadur Pandey, PHD (sbp029@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Purdue University; MA, Minnesota State Univ-Mankato; MED, Kathmandu University, Nepal; BED, Tribhuvan University
Timothy R. Pannkuk, PHD (agr_trp@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Benjamin E Park, PHD (bep013@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Cambridge; MPhil, Univ of Cambridge; MS, Univ of Edinburgh; BA, Brigham Young University; BA, Brigham Young University

John B Pascarella, PHD (jbp014@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Univ of Miami; BA, Univ of Kansas; BS, Univ of Kansas; BS, Univ of Kansas

Erica Ann Pasquini, PHD (exp043@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of Southern Mississippi; MS, Ball State University; BS, Univ of New Orleans

Michael W Pass, PHD (mwp006@shsu.edu), Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Arizona State University; MBA, Georgia State University; AB, Univ of Georgia

Emily Ann Peacock, MFA (stdeap16@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Sam Houston State University

Patrick Neal Pearson, MFA (patrickpearson@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Theatre and Musical Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, California St Un-Fullerton; BFA, Sam Houston State University

Recayi Pecen, PHD (regpecen@shsu.edu), Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Wyoming; MS, Univ of Colorado; MSC, Istanbul Univ; BSC, Istanbul Univ

Karin Marie Perry, PHD (kperry@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; MLIS, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; BSED, Univ of Central Oklahoma

Ilona Petrikovics, PHD (ixp004@shsu.edu), Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ Debrecen Med & Health Sci; PHD, Kossuth Laos University; MSC, Univ Debrecen Med & Health Sci

Mary Ann Petron, PHD (map042@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Northwestern University; BSED, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

Van Vung Pham, PHD (vung.pham@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Politecnio Di Milano; BS, President University

Chi Hoang Do Phan, PHD (chp007@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Univ of South Florida; BA, Univ of South Florida

Deborah Lynne Phelps, PHD (eng_dlp@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Delaware; MA, Univ of Delaware; BS, Towson State University

Javier A Pinell, DM (jap032@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DM, Florida State University; MM, Miami University; BM, Wayne State University

Ronald Eric Platt, PHD (eepl032@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MED, Univ of Southern Mississippi; BS, Univ of Southern Mississippi

Scott D Plugge, DM (musc_sd@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Music, School of Music, DM, Northwestern University; MM, Northwestern University; BM, Baylor University

Jennifer Karen Pontius, MFA (dnck_wp@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Florida State University; MA, California St Un-Dominguez Hil; BA, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham

Deborah L Popham, DMA (dlp037@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Arizona State University; MM, Arizona State University; BA, Univ of Akron; BA, Univ of Akron; BM, Univ of Akron

Brett Michael Porter, MS (btp040@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor, Library Technical Services, Department of Library Technical Services, MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Texas A&M Univ-Central Texas

Jalene Paige Potter, PHD (jpp015@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; MS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; BS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi

George Prada III, MD (gxp073@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Anatomical Sciences, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Autonomous Univ of Guadalajara; BS, Univ of Illinois-Chicago
Debra P Price, PHD (edu_dpp@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MED, LSU & A&M College; BS, Univ of Colorado

Todd P Primm, PHD (tprimm@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Baylor College of Medicine; BS, Texas A&M University

Thomas C Prior, MFA (drm_tcp@shsu.edu), Professor of Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, Univ of Houston-Main; BFA, Carnegie-Mellon Univ

Bernadette Pruitt, PHD (his_bxp@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Texas Southern University; BA, Texas Southern University

Q

Nowlin Ross Quarles, PHD (aac_nrq@shsu.edu), Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of Southern California; BA, Texas A&M - Commerce

Jailenne Ivette Quinones Rodriguez, PHD (jiq002@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Anatomical Sciences, Department of Clinical Anatomy, PHD, Universidad Central Del Caribe; MA, Universidad Central Del Caribe; BS, University of Puerto Rico - Po

Uzma Quraishi, PHD (uxq001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PhD, Rice University; MA, Rice University; MA, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

R

Vlad Marius Radoias, PHD (radoias@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Central Michigan Univ; BA, Bucharest Acad of Eco Studies

Javier Ramos, PHD (jxr248@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Florida State University; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Ryan Wayne Randa, PHD (rwx042@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Cincinnati; MS, Univ of Cincinnati; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-Superior

George Kevin Randall, PHD (gkr001@shsu.edu), Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, Iowa State University; MS, Iowa State University; BSED, Illinois State University

Christopher P Randle, PHD (cpr003@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Ohio State Univ; BA, Hiram College

Stephen H Rapp, PHD (srapp@shsu.edu), Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Michigan; MA, Univ of Michigan; BA, Indiana University

Christian Werner Raschke, PHD (raschke@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MS, LSU & A&M College; BS, Southeast Missouri State Univ

Amar Adnan Rasheed, PHD (axr249@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Northeastern Illinois Univ; BS, University of Baghdad

Kathleen Rene Ratajczak, PHD (kxr084@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, PhD, Univ of Kentucky; MA, Univ of Cincinnati; BA, John Carroll University

Chelsea Gilts Ratcliff, PHD (chelsea.ratcliff@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Trinity University

Shekhar Rathor, PHD (srathor@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management Information Systems, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Florida Int'L Univ; MCA, Panjab University; BS, Himachal Pradesh University

Amy E Ray, PHD (aer066@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Michigan State University; MS, Michigan State University; MED, Texas Christian University; BS, Texas Christian University

Jolene Buxton Reed, PHD (jreed@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of New Mexico; MA, Univ of New Mexico; BS, Brigham Young University

Jonathan Chimaobi Reid, PHD (jcr108@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Florida State University; BA, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; BA, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa
Rebecca Lee Renfro, DMA (rg012@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Connecticut; MM, New England Cons/Music; BBA, Sam Houston State University; BM, Sam Houston State University

Clare Amparito Resilla, EDD (clr067@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Lamar University; BA, St. Theresa’s College

Chad Allen Reynolds, PHD (car020@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Diego Ribeiro Caetano, DMA (dxr105@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Colorado; MM, Univ of Wyoming; BM, Federal University of Goias

Kathleen Ann Rice, PHD (kar084@shsu.edu), Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of N Carolina-Charlotte; MS, South Dakota State University; BS, South Dakota Mines/Tech

Marlyn Petrus Rice, PHD (edu_mpr@shsu.edu), Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BSBA, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville

Shelley Ann Riggs, PHD (sxr142@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Univesity of Texas At Austin; BA, Univesity of Texas At Austin

Jason Matthew Riley, PHD (jmr099@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Clemson University; MBA, Michigan State University; BA, Iowa State University

Tommy J Robertson, JD (joey_robertson@shsu.edu), Professor of Business Admin; Chair, Business Administration and Entrepreneurship, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, JD, South Texas College of Law; BS, Texas A&M University

Petra Rocic, PHD (pxr037@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Physiology, Department of Physiology & Pharmacology, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham; PhD, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham; BA, Oberlin College

Emily A Roper, PHD (ear007@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Kinesiology; Dean, College of Health Sciences, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MSC, University of Toronto; BA, Kent State University

Mitchel P Roth, PHD (icc_mpr@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; MA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; BA, Univ of Maryland-College Park

Jared Robert Ruchensky, PHD (jrr107@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BA, Creighton University

Danielle Sheldon Rudes, PHD (drudes@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Calif-Irvine; MA, Univ of Calif-Irvine; MA, Univ of New Orleans; BA, Suny At Plattsburgh

Ilonka Livia Rus, DMA (lir001@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Houston-Main; MM, Univ of Houston-Main; BM, Oberlin College

S

Daniel Saenz, DMA (dxs007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Houston-Main; MM, Rice University; BM, Univ of Rochester

Elisa Salem Herrmann, MFA (exh041@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; BED, Federal University of Parana

Supun Thamara Samarakoon, PHD (ssamarakoon@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, University of Colombo

Jose Alberto Santiago, EDD (jas083@shsu.edu), Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, EDD, Texas Southern University; MA, Indiana State University; BA, Univ of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedra

Kiran Sapkota, PHD (kks133@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, University of Iowa; PHD, University of Iowa; MS, University of Iowa; MPH, New Mexico State University; MS, New Mexico State University; MS, Tribhuvan University; BS, Tribhuvan University

Raisa Tasnim Sara, MSC (rts021@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, MSC, Univ of London - School Econ; BSC, Queen Mary Univ of London

Kristin Amanda Sarvela, DMA (kas192@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Illinois-Urbana; MM, Indiana University-Bloomington; BM, Univ of Illinois-Urbana
Philip Ryan Saucier, PHD (ryansaucier@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

David Patrick Saxon, EDD (dps006@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Grambling State Univ; MBA, Appalachian State University; BSBA, Appalachian State University

Amanda Walters Scarbrough, PHD (aes060@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, Univ of Texas Medical Branch; MHSA, George Washington University; BA, De Pauw University

Stephen Mark Scariano, PHD (sms049@shsu.edu), Professor of Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; BS, Loyola Univ-New Orleans

Richard Neal Schaugaard, PHD (rns034@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Indiana University; BS, Univ of Washington

Nicholas Leonard Scheel, PHD (nls046@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Univ of South Florida; BS, Univ of Wisconsin-Green Bay

Mary Larue Scherer, PHD (mxs168@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Massachusetts-Amherst; MA, Univ of Massachusetts-Amherst; BA, Warren Wilson College

Danica Lee Schieber, PHD (dschieber@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, PHD, Iowa State University; MA, Minnesota State Univ-Mankato; BA, Austin Peay State University

Aric Lewis Schneller, DMA (als043@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of North Texas; MM, Boston University; MM, Univ of North Texas; BM, Univ of Montana

George Herbert Scott, MS (ghs003@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, MS, Ponce Health Sciences Univ; BA, Liberty University

Kyle Anthony Scott, PHD (kas216@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Entrepreneurship, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, PHD, U-Houston Downtown; MBA, Rice University; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

La-Toya Lorraine Scott, PHD (lls060@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Florida; MA, Univ of South Florida; BA, Florida State University

Nazanin Sedaghatkish, PHD (nazanins@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Economics and International Business, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U

Abdellah Salim Sehlouei, EDD (asehlouei@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Indiana University of Pennsy; MA, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; BA, Mohamed Ben Abdellah Univ

Ki Won Seo, PHD (kws014@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MA, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MAC, Korea University; BA, Korea University; BA, Korea University

Narasimha Karpoor Shashidhhar, PHD (nks001@shsu.edu), Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Univ of Connecticut; MS, Univ of Connecticut; BE, University of Madras

April A Shemak, PHD (aas004@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

Lisa C Shen, MBA (lcs009@shsu.edu), Associate Professor, Newton Gresham Library; Director, Public Services, Department of Library Public Services, MBA, Sam Houston State University; MLIS, Mcgill University; BC, University of Alberta

William Madsen Shepherd, PHD (shepherd@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy, PHD, Univ of Calif-Irvine; MS, Northwestern University; MS, Northwestern University; BA, Northwestern University; BA, Northwestern University; BA, Northwestern University

Karen E Sherrill, PHD (kesherrill@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Florida State University; BS, Rochester Inst of Technology

Ronald E Shields, PHD (rshield@shsu.edu), Professor of Theatre; Dean, of College of Fine Arts and Mass Communication, Department of Non Instructional, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MA, Bob Jones University; BA, Bob Jones University

Katie Jean Shinkle, PhD (kjs078@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Denver; MFA, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; BA, Grand Valley State University

Tony R. Shipp, MFA (art_trs@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Florida; BA, Montana State Univ-Billings
Stephen Trent Shotwell, MS (ststdts11@shsu.edu), Associate Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Technical Services, MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Sam Houston State University

Zeinab F Shuker, MA (zfss003@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, MA, Univ of Calif-Riverside; MA, The University of Memphis; BA, The University of Memphis

Aneika L. Simmons, PHD (als019@shsu.edu), Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mkrtg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Univ of Houston-Main; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Jessica Annie Simorte, MFA (jxs117@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Cincinnati; BA, University of Saint Mary

Vinoth Kumar Sittaramane, PHD (vkss007@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Molecular & Cellular Biology, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; DVM, Pondicherry University; MS, Indian Veterinary Research Institute

Shyam Sivankutty Nair, PHD (shym.nair@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Texas Tech University; MSC, Kerala Agricultural University; BSC, Kerala Agricultural University

Susana Troncoso Skidmore, PHD (skidmore@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Britni Nicole Skillman, PHD (bns017@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

John R Slate, PHD (jrs051@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MA, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BA, Eastern Illinois University

Andrea Marie Smith, PHD (axs226@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Texas-Arlington; MSN, Baylor University; BSN, Univ of Texas Medical Branch; BA, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale

Ashly Lynn Bender Smith, PHD (als121@shsu.edu), Associate Professor Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, PHD, Univ of Louisville; MA, New Mexico State University; BA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Gary W. Smith, PHD (csc_gws@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Computing Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Oklahoma State University; BS, Texas A&M University

Sahar Ahmed Soliman, PHD (sxs187@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Pharmacology, Department of Physiology & Pharmacology, PHD, Univ of Georgia; BPHARM, Ain Shams University

Micheil Brian Spillane, PHD (mbs056@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Baylor University; MSED, Baylor University; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Wayman Jerome Stover, DMA (wjs016@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Boston University; MM, Depaul University; BM, Indiana University-Bloomington; BM, Indiana University-Bloomington; DIPL, Yale University

John B Strait, PHD (jbs008@shsu.edu), Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of Georgia; MA, Georgia State University; BA, Wittenberg University

Jeffery W Strawser, PHD (aac_jws@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BBA, Texas A&M University

William R Strawser, PHD (wxs018@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Robert H Stretcher, PHD (rfin_rhs@shsu.edu), Professor of Finance, Department of Finance & Banking, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MBA, Univ of North Alabama; BA, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville

Susan Dawn Strickland, MLS (lib_sds@shsu.edu), Associate Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Public Services, MLS, Texas Woman's University; BA, Texas A&M University

Brandon C Strubbberg, PHD (strubbberg@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Texas Tech University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Abbie Ruth Strunc, PHD (abbie.strunc@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education and Chair, School of Teaching and Learning, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MED, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Kyle J Stutts, PHD (kjs015@shsu.edu), Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Oklahoma State University; BS, Texas A&M University
James Bartlett Stykes, PHD (jbs048@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Bowling Green State University; MA, Bowling Green State University; BS, Austin Peay State University

Masahito Sugihara, DM (mxs074@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, DM, Northwestern University; MM, Northwestern University; BM, Temple University

Min Jae Suh, PHD (mjs068@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; MS, Stanford University; BENG, Yeungnam University

Jeffrey M Sullivan, PHD (jms107@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of North Texas; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Laura Louise Sullivan, JD (lls003@shsu.edu), Professor of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, JD, South Texas College of Law; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Univ of Houston-Main

Eric P Svensen, PHD (eps007@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, San Diego City Coll

Mary B Swarthout, PHD (mbs001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics Education, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MA, Miami University; BA, Berea College

Kevin Donald Sweeney, PHD (kxs047@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BS, Truman State University; BS, Truman State University

Edward W. Swim, PHD (ews007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Colorado School of Mines; BS, Angelo State University

T

Kandi A Tayebi, PHD (eng_kat@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Denver; MA, Univ of Northern Colorado; BA, Univ of Northern Colorado

Kayoko Dan Temple, DMA (kayokodan@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Arizona State University; MM, Arizona State University; BM, Univ of Texas At Austin

Kristen Marie Kennedy Terry, PHD (kmt090@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of French, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Univ of Calif-Davis; MA, Saint Mary's-Ca; BA, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles

Monte L. Thies, PHD (bio_mlt@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MS, Univ of Central Oklahoma; BS, Univ of Central Oklahoma

Christopher Lee Thompson, JD (clt058@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Business Administration (Business Law), Department of Business Admin & Entrep, JD, St Mary'S University; BA, Stephen F Austin University

David E Thompson, PHD (det002@shsu.edu), Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BA, Carleton College

Molly Michelle Thompson, MS (mmt001@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Technical Services, MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Elisa Luca Toman, PHD (etoman@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MS, Univ of Central Florida; BA, Univ of Miami

Christopher Michael Toula, PHD (cmt077@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Georgia State University; MA, Penn State Un-Univ Park; BA, Buckinghamshire New University

Tarek Mohsen Trad, PHD (tmt033@shsu.edu), Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Oklahoma State University; BS, Beirut Arab Univ

Manuel Triano-Lopez, PHD (mxt017@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, Indiana University; MA, Indiana University; BA, Universidad de Sevilla

Timothy O Trujillo, PHD (txt031@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Denver; MS, New Mexico Inst/Mining/Tech; BS, New Mexico Inst/Mining/Tech

Dieu My Truong, PHD (dmt052@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Houston Christian University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Houston-Main
Markland Howard Tuttle, PHD (mht001@shsu.edu), **Professor of Economics and Acting Chair, Economics & International Business, Department of Economics & Intl Business**, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

**U**

Stacy Gwenn Ulbig, PHD (sgu001@shsu.edu), **Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science**, PHD, Rice University; MA, Rice University; BA, Univ of St Thomas

Amber Joy Ulseth, PHD (aju005@shsu.edu), **Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences**, PHD, Univ of Wyoming; MS, Univ of N Carolina-Greensboro; BS, Univ of Minnesota

Francisco Usero Gonzalez, PHD (fug002@shsu.edu), **Assistant Professor of School of Teaching and Learning, Department of Teaching & Learning**, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main

Baburhan Uzum, PHD (uzum@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning**, PHD, Michigan State University; MA, Middle East Technical Univ; BA, Middle East Technical Univ

**V**

Zachary Alfonso Valdes, MSLS (zav001@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Technical Services**, MSLS, Univ of North Texas; BA, Sam Houston State University

Rosti Frank Vana, PHD (rosti.vana@shsu.edu), **Assistant Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures**, PHD, Arizona State University; MA, Arizona State University; BA, Univ of Calif-Riverside; BA, Univ of Calif-Riverside

Jorge G Varela, PHD (jgv002@shsu.edu), **Professor of Psychology and Chair, Psychology and Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy**, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MA, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; BA, Florida Int’L Univ

Kristina K Vargo, PHD (kkv003@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning**, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MS, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; BS, Univ of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

Cihan Varol, PHD (cxv007@shsu.edu), **Professor of Computing Science, Department of Computer Science**, PHD, Univ of Arkansas-Little Rock; MS, West Virginia University; BSC, Firat University

Michael Scott Vaughn, PHD (msv002@shsu.edu), **Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology**, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MA, University of Central Missouri; BS, University of Central Missouri

Edna Viviana Velasquez, PHD (evv003@shsu.edu), **Assistant Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures**, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Univ of Houston-Main

Adrian Villalta-Cerdas, PHD (axv067@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry**, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Univ of South Florida; BS, Univ of Costa Rica

**W**

Tamara A. Waggener, PHD (pol_taw@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science**, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Cal Poly St-Pomona

Matthew Charles Wagner, PHD (mcw002@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology**, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Joel W Walker, PHD (jwalker@shsu.edu), **Professor and Chair of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy**, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Texas A&M University; BS, Harding University; BA, Harding University

Wen Jiun Wang, PHD (wjwang@shsu.edu), **Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science**, PHD, Univ of Pittsburgh; MA, National Taipei University; BA, National Taipei University; BBA, National Taipei University

Xiaobo Wang, PHD (xiaobo.belle.wang@shsu.edu), **Assistant Professor of English, Department of English**, PHD, Georgia State University; MA, Northwest Normal University

Janis A Warner, PHD (jwarner@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Management Information Systems, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems**, PHD, Florida-Atlantic U; MBA, Univ of Denver; BA, Saint Mary’s

Walton A Watkins, MFA (watkins@shsu.edu), **Professor of Art, Department of Art**, MFA, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MA, Northwestern St Un of Louisiana; BA, Northwestern St Un of Louisiana
Holly Ann Kizer Weimar, EDD (hweimar@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MLS, Sam Houston State University; MLS, Sam Houston State University; BSED, Stephen F Austin University; BSED, Stephen F Austin University

Ellen Lorraine Weld, PHD (elw028@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Purdue University; BS, Ball State University

William M Wells, PHD (wmw005@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Omaha; MA, Indiana University-Bloomington; BA, Ohio University

Lu-Chung Weng (yxx013@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PhD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MA, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MA, Tamkang College; BBA, Tamkang College

Ellen Lorraine Weld, PHD (elw028@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Purdue University; BS, Ball State University

William M Wells, PHD (wmw005@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Omaha; MA, Indiana University-Bloomington; BA, Ohio University

Lu-Chung Weng (yxx013@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PhD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MA, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MA, Tamkang College; BBA, Tamkang College

Rebecca Ann Wentworth, PHD (raw034@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Colorado State University; MED, Oakland University; BSED, Central Michigan Univ

Courtney Ann West, PHD (west@shsu.edu), Asst Dean of Osteopathic Medicine for Educational Development, Adjunct Faculty, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, PhD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Stephen Walter White, PHD (sww012@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Mississippi; MA, Univ of Mississippi; BA, Univ of Mississippi

Grant Joseph Wiedenfeld, PhD (grant.wiedenfeld@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Yale University; MPHIL, Yale University; MA, Yale University; MFA, Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; BA, Univ of Colorado; BFA, Univ of Colorado

Darren Lee Williams, PHD (williams@shsu.edu), Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Oregon State University; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin

Justin K. Williams, PHD (bio_jkw@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology and Assistant Dean, Honors College, Department of Biological Sciences, PhD, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Mary Lola Williams, EDD (mlw049@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, EDD, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; MA, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; MA, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; BA, Coe College; BA, Coe College

Kamphol Wipawayangkool, PHD (kww012@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management Information Systems, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PhD, Univ of Texas-Arlington; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Prince of Songkla University

Lawrence Arthur Wolfskill, PHD (wolfskill@shsu.edu), Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PhD, Texas A&M University; MBA, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Jody Carolyn Wood, MFA (jcw081@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Kansas; BA, Seattle Pacific University

Dennis C Wooten, PHD (dcw032@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Pathology, Department of Clinical Anatomy, PHD, Purdue University; MD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BS, Clark Atlanta University

Jeffrey R Wozniak, PHD (jrw034@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, PhD, Florida Int’l Univ; BS, Allegheny College

Jiaju Wu, PHD (jxw089@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, University of Iowa; EDSP, University of Iowa; MA, East Tennessee State Univ; BS, East Tennessee State Univ

Yue Xie, PHD (yxx008@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PhD, Univ of Tx Health Science Cntr; ME, Massachusetts Inst of Tech; MHA, Tulane University; BBA, Univ of Miami

Yaping Xu, PHD (yxx013@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Environmental and Geosciences, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Louisiana A&M Coll; PHD, Louisiana A&M Coll

Euijin Yang, PHD (exy012@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MS, Univ of Texas At Austin; BS, Illinois Inst Tech; BE, Chungnam National University

Liu Yang, PHD (willowyang@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Missouri-St Louis; MBA, Queen Mary Univ of London; BENG, Xi’an Jiaotong University
Mary Rebecca Yantis, MLIS (mry008@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Library Public Services, MLIS, LSU & A&M College; MA, Univ of Louisiana-Lafayette; BA, Belhaven University; BFA, Belhaven University

Shengjie Yao, MA (sxy027@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MA, Syracuse University; MS, Syracuse University; BA, Fu Jen Catholic Univ

Faruk Yildiz, DIT (fxy001@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, DIT, Univ of Northern Iowa; MS, Cuny City Coll; BS, MKH Dulati Taraz State Univ

Chase Jonathan Young, PHD (cxy010@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Walden University; BA, Metropolitan St Univ of Denver

Chi Chung Yu, PHD (jornyu@shsu.edu), Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, Carleton University; BS, Central Police University; BS, Central Police University

Samar M Zahrawi, PHD (sxz015@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Arabic, Department of World Languages & Cultures, PHD, University of Leeds; BA, Al-Ba’ath University

Christopher M Zall, PHD (cxz027@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities; MS, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities; BA, Carleton College

Ryan K Zapalac, PHD (rkz001@shsu.edu), Professor of Kinesiology and Associate Dean, COHS, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Pamela J Zelbst, PHD (mgt_pjz@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Texas-Arlington; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Shuangyue Zhang, PHD (sxz002@shsu.edu), Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MA, Kent State University; MA, Shandong University; BA, Shandong Normal University

Yan Zhang, PHD (icc_yxz@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Michigan State University; MA, Michigan State University; MA, Michigan State University; BS, Wuhan University

Jihong Zhao, PHD (jxz006@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Washington State University; MA, Washington State University; MA, Shanghai Inst of Higher Edu

Yuan Zhao, PHD (yxz028@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Microbiology and Immunology; Acting Chair, Molecular/Cell, Department of Molecular & Cellular Biology, PHD, Univ of Louisville; MS, Univ of Louisville; BS, East China Normal Un

Bing Zhou, PHD (bxz003@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, University of Regina; MS, University of Regina; BS, Shandong Univ of Technology

Renjie Zhou, PHD (rnx013@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Geology, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, China University of Petroleum

Linda Reichwein Zientek, PHD (lrz002@shsu.edu), Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

**Interim Faculty**

Interim Faculty have specified periods of appointment and are not considered to be working toward tenure at Sam Houston State University.
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Sheri Christi Aajul, MS (sca022@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MS, Univ of Florida; BS, Univ of Florida

Carlton G Abernathy, MA (stdcga11@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Sam Houston State University; MA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BA, Sam Houston State University

Olivia Ann Abernethy-Ramsey, MA (oaa026@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas A&M University

George Matthew Ackerman, PHD (gma017@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Capella University; JD, Nova Southeastern University; MS, Nova Southeastern University; MBA, Nova Southeastern University; BA, Florida-Atlantic U

Jayne Kathleen Adair, EDD (jka007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Lamar University; MED, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BBA, Univ of North Texas

Emmanuel K Addai, PHD (eka012@shsu.edu), Lecturer Pool, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Otto Von Guericke University; MBA, Univ of Southern Indiana; MS, Otto Von Guericke University; BS, University of Cape Coast

Lilith Claudia Al-Kofahy, PHD (lxa019@shsu.edu), Clinical Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, University of Queensland (The); MN, Victoria University; MAN, Far Eastern University; BSN, MV Gallego Foundation Colleges

Heather Ann Alaniz, MA (haa034@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake

Lori Ann Albe, MS (laa043@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Julie Nicholson Albert, MA (jna003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Appalachian State University

Samantha Mae Aldrich-Wollgast, MA (sma020@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Adanna Oparanozie Alexander, MPH (aoalexander@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, MPH, Emory University; AB, Washington University

Paul Russell Allen, MBA (gba_pra@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Business Administration and Entrepreneurship, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Dan Tu Alves, MED (dta007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Jiangxi Normal University

Jacob Sheldon Anderson, MA (jxa191@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MA, Naval Postgrad Schl; BA, Grove City College
Misti Michelle Babino, MED (mme003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Zachary Charles Bachman, PhD (zcbb006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Calif-Riverside; MA, Texas A&M University; BA, Univ of Calif-San Diego

Joshua Robert Backus, MFA (jrb144@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Chicago; BFA, School of Art Inst of Chicago

Jerrine Green Baker, MBA (jgb021@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Management and Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, MBA, Virginia Commonwealth Univ; BS, Averett University

Geraldo De Guzman Banaag, MA (gdb018@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Philippine Normal CI

Diana Villarreal Barfield, PHD (dxb072@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Abilene Christian University; MA, Abilene Christian University; BS, Mountain State University

James Alan Barker, MD (jab216@shsu.edu), Professor of Clinical Medicine; Director of Clinical Skills, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Med, MD, Univ of Kansas; BA, Univ of Kansas

Dalgin Barras, PHD (dmd073@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy, PHD, LSU & A&M College; BS, Florida Int’L Univ

Fredrick J Batiste, MA (fb008@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MA, Southern University & A&M Coll; BA, Southern University & A&M Coll

Lindsey Brooke Beatty, MSN (lbpp01@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Loyola Univ-New Orleans; BS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Derek A Beeman, MA (dxb041@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, MA, Seton Hall University; BS, University of Albany, Suny

Richard S Bello, PHD (scm_rsb@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MA, LSU & A&M College; BA, LSU & A&M College

Tara Anne Benevides, MS (tao008@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, MS, Sam Houston State University

Jamie Heintz Benson, EDD (jhn015@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University
Amy Lynn Bilski-Arredondo, MED (alb160@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MED, Texas Tech University; BS, Texas Tech University; BS, Texas Tech University

Janet Horton Bius, PHD (chm_jhb@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ of Kansas; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Vivian Vidal Blackwell, MSED (vivian@shsu.edu), Coord of Data Strat & Analyt; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Teaching & Learning, MSED, Simmons College; BS, Boston University

Katelyn Jane Blankenburg, BM (kbj045@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, BM, Sam Houston State University

Megan M Bodish, MED (mmp021@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Susan C Bohan, MED (scb054@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Teaching and Learning, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BAT, Sam Houston State University

Arlinda Suzanna Boland, MA (asb101@shsu.edu), Lecturer of American Sign Language, Department of World Languages & Cultures, MA, Univ of Bristol

Krystal Bolden, MFA (krb112@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, National University; BA, Bowling Green State University; BA, Bowling Green State University

Rasika Nitin Borse, MFA (mb020@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Calgary

Suzette Grier Bosveld, DNP (sbg036@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Western University Health Scie; MS, Azusa Pacific University; BSN, Brenau University

Craig S Boudreaux, DO (c.boudreaux@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Family Medicine; Assistant Dean, COM, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, DO, Univ of North TX Hlth Sci Cntr; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Michael Clyde Boyle, PHD (mcb003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Alliant Int University - Fresno; MS, Utah State University; BS, Brigham Young University; BA, Southern Utah University

Carol Barclay Brace, MS (cbb055@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mkng, & Info Systems, MS, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Akron

Steven Brack, MSM (sxb138@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MSM, U-Houston Downtown; BS, Nova Southeastern University

Tanisha Renea Brazil, MA (tbrazil@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of North Texas

Mary Magdalene Breaux, PHD (mmp019@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Practice of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, PHD, Prairie View A&M University, MA, Webster University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Shantal Marilee Brissette, MA (smb145@shsu.edu), Academic Recovery Specialist, Department of University Wide, MA, Univ of Texas-Pan American; BA, Univ of Texas-Pan American

Ashley Lauren Brittain, MED (axb199@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Shelby Ann Brock, MS (sab014@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Thomas John Brommage, PHD (tjb039@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Univ of South Florida; BA, Manhattanville College

Juanita M Brown, DO (jmb228@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Osteopathic Principles and Practice, Department of Osteopath Principles & Pract, DO, Nova Southeastern University; BS, Florida Southern College

Michael F. Brown, PHD (mfb021@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MSN, West Texas A&M State Univ; BSN, West Texas A&M State Univ

Kelsie Dawn Bryant, MS (kds001@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Forensic Science, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Texas A&M University
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Megan M Bodish, MED (mmp021@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

USU; BS, Brigham Young University; BA, Southern Utah University

Michael Clyde Boyle, PHD (mcb003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Alliant Int University - Fresno; MS, Utah State University; BS, Brigham Young University; BA, Southern Utah University

Carol Barclay Brace, MS (cbb055@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mkng, & Info Systems, MS, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Akron

Steven Brack, MSM (sxb138@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MSM, U-Houston Downtown; BS, Nova Southeastern University

Tanisha Renea Brazil, MA (tbrazil@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of North Texas

Mary Magdalene Breaux, PHD (mmp019@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Practice of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, PHD, Prairie View A&M University, MA, Webster University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Shantal Marilee Brissette, MA (smb145@shsu.edu), Academic Recovery Specialist, Department of University Wide, MA, Univ of Texas-Pan American; BA, Univ of Texas-Pan American

Ashley Lauren Brittain, MED (axb199@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Shelby Ann Brock, MS (sab014@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Thomas John Brommage, PHD (tjb039@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Univ of South Florida; BA, Manhattanville College

Juanita M Brown, DO (jmb228@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Osteopathic Principles and Practice, Department of Osteopath Principles & Pract, DO, Nova Southeastern University; BS, Florida Southern College

Michael F. Brown, PHD (mfb021@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MSN, West Texas A&M State Univ; BSN, West Texas A&M State Univ

Kelsie Dawn Bryant, MS (kds001@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Forensic Science, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Texas A&M University
Birch Forest Bryant, PHD (bfb013@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Oklahoma State University; BS, Southeastern Oklahoma St Univ

Zachary Franklin Bryant, DMA (zfb001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, DMA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MM, Univ of Colorado; MA, Columbus State University

Rachel Elizabeth Lane Bubela, MA (rel016@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Silke Bugge, MA (sbugge@shsu.edu), Lecturer of World Languages and Cultures, Department of World Languages & Cultures, MA, Humboldt University of Berlin; BSED, Humboldt University of Berlin

Mark A Bull, MS (mab028@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Alisha N Bullion, MS (anb035@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

John Phillip Burnett, PHD (jpb006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Stephen F Austin University; SSP, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Kirk A Burns, MS (lib_kab@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

David S. Burris, PHD (csc_dsb@shsu.edu), Professor of Computing Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Tonya Renae Burton, MM (trb069@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Rice University; BM, Cleveland Institute of Music

Kari Lee Bush, MA (klb021@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, LSU & A&M College; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Christine Marie Butler, EDD (cmb013@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Northwestern St Un of Louisiana; BA, Northwestern St Un of Louisiana

Alyzza Allene De Galicia Cabugao, MA (adc080@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Michelle Ellen Camarata, MS (mec068@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Benjamin Aaron Cantu, MA (bcantu@shsu.edu), Assoc Dir of Visitors Services, Adjunct, Department of Teaching & Learning, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, East Texas Baptist University

Nancy Stark Carey, MS (nsc014@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MS, Texas Woman's University; BS, Southwestern Adventist Univ.

Gloria F Carter, MED (gfc002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Transfer College; BA, Transfer College

Brenda Lorna-Mae Case-Cook, DNP (blc068@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Regis University; MS, Regis University; BS, Regis University

Robert T Cashion, PHD (his_rtc@shsu.edu), Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Texas Christian University; MA, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BA, Austin College

Caron Charlton Cates, MA (soc_ccc@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Sociology, Department of Sociology, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Bruce G Chabot, PHD (brucechabot@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Texas A&M University; BA, Univ of Dallas
Amber Vonona Chambers, MS (avc015@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Univ of Idaho

Courtney Dale Chastine, MA (cdc029@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Jennifer L Child, MA (jlc055@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Texas A&M University

Passmore Chishaka, MA (pxc059@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, MA, Univ of Zimbabwe

Mary Katherine Chisum, MED (stdmkc13@shsu.edu), Instructional Designer, Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MED, Sam Houston State University; BFA, Sam Houston State University

Yoo-kyoung Choi, PHD (yxco85@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice in Art, Department of Art, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MA, George Washington University; MA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BFA, Seoul National University

Laurie L Christensen, MS (llc022@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Lauren Clay, MFA (lxc039@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Wichita State University; BA, McNeese State University

Ouida M Collins, MD (omc007@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Family Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, MD, Meharry Medical College; MPH, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BS, Xavier University of Louisiana

Marilyn Ruth Comer, MFA (mrc052@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Meredith Leigh Conrey, EDD (mlc033@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Jay O Coons, PHD (stdjoc12@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice of Criminal Justice, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Jennifer Sherry Coppock, MA (jsn019@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Victoria Ann Cordova, MA (vac002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Political Science, Department of Political Science, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Sarah Leslie Couch, MS (stdslk23@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Tonya L Couch, MS (tlc106@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MS, Western Governors University; BSN, Prairie View A&M University

Natalie Diane Coufal, MFA (ndc015@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MFA, Sam Houston State University; MED, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

GM Cox, PHD (gmc037@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Texas-Arlington; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

John M Crabtree, DMA (jmc001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, DMA, LSU & A&M College; MM, LSU & A&M College; BM, Southeastern Louisiana Univ.

Allen Lea Culver, DBA (alc166@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, DBA, Franklin University; MPS, Penn State University; BS, Franklin University; BS, Urbana College
Melissa Dawn Cummins, PHD (mdc071@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, PHD, Univ of Kansas; MM, Univ of South Dakota; MMED, Southeast Missouri State Univ; BSED, NW Missouri St Univ

Peter Andrew Curka, DO (pac027@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine, Department of Osteopath Principles & Pract, DO, University of New England; BS, Boston College

George E Curry, MFA (gcurry@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, Boston University; BFA, Sam Houston State University

Virgil Paul D’Veney, MS (vpd001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Danielle Kay Dahmann, MA (dkd018@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BA, Univ of Mary Hardin Baylor

Sarah Nicole Daniel, MA (snd016@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Darrell Lynn Darnell, MBA (dxd091@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MBA, George Washington University; MGA, Univ of Maryland-Univ Coll; BS, Univ of Maryland-Univ Coll

Evelyn C Davidson, MBA (icc cxh@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Amy Kathleen Rogers Dean, PHD (amydean13@shsu.edu), Lecturer of History, Department of History, PHD, Purdue University; MA, Purdue University; BA, Texas Christian University; BA, Texas Christian University

Robert Deardorff, MA (rxd067@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MA, Naval Postgrad Schl; BA, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill

Chuck D Deaton, MED (cdd042@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BFA, Univ of Houston-Main

Magdalena A Denham, EDD (mxd002@shsu.edu), Professor of Practice of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, San Diego St Univ; BA, Univ of San Diego

Mark Vincent Denham, MS (mvd001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; MS, Sam Houston State University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BFA, Sam Houston State University

Kathryn Poole Deshotels, MSN (kpd008@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Tx Health Science Cntr; BSN, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; BS, McNeese State University

Jill Sayes Dewey, PHD (jsd043@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, LSU & A&M College

Maria Cristina Diaz, MED (mcd010@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Gregory L. Dickens, MBA (dickens@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Hannah Elizabeth Dietrich, MA (hed007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Dallas Baptist University

David A. Dippel, EDD (dad052@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, EDD, Argosy University; MS, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Austin Ramon Dixon, MA (ard055@shsu.edu), Academic Recovery Coordinator; Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, LSU & A&M College; BA, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill

Zachary A Doeshal, PHD (zad007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Univ of New Mexico

Angelique Lynn Domonoske, MS (alc092@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MS, Western Governors University; BS, Western Governors University
Barry W Doss, BA (bwd006@shsu.edu), Dance Costume Design Specialist, Adjunct Faculty, Department of Dance, BA, Texas Christian University

Laura B Dougherty, MS (ldougherty@shsu.edu), Senior Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, MS, McNeese State University; BS, McNeese State University

Gregory Evan Doukas, PHD (ged025@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Connecticut; BA, Rutgers, The St Un of Nj

Tiffany Jewell Driver, MED (tjdriver@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MED, Abilene Christian University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Deborah Lovett Duncan, MSN (dld034@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, University of Phoenix; MAED, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham; BSN, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham

Jeremy Tyler Dunman, JD (jtd029@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, JD, South Texas College of Law; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Texas A&M University

Jaime Betancourt Duran, PHD (jbd023@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Univ of Texas-Pan American; BA, Univ of Texas-Pan American

William W Durham, JD (gba_wwd@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, JD, St Mary’S University; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Eric Stephen Eckel, MSM (ese005@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MSM, U-Houston Downtown; BS, U-Houston Downtown

Nathan A Eckstrand, PHD (nae013@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Duquesne University; MA, Boston College; BA, Earlham College

Jennifer Ifeyiwa Edeogu, MSN (jxe035@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ. of Texas-Med-Galveston; BS, Lamar University

Madison Elyse Edgar Mathis, MED (madedgarmathis@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin

Marilyn Ee, MA (mye007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MA, California St Un-Northridge; BA, California St Un-Northridge

Alexandra Carlotta Ekstrom, MA (ace049@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Northwestern St Un of Louisana; BA, LSU & A&M College

Vivian Ngozi Elege, DNP (vne002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Walden University; MS, Maryville Univ. of St. Louis; BS, Texas Tech Univ-Hlth Sci Cntr

Cheryl Joy Eschenfelder, MA (jrncje@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Michael V Ferguson, MS (mvf002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Stephen F Austin University

Brenda A Fernandez, MED (baf045@shsu.edu), Associate Dir ASC/FYE; Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MED, Texas Tech University; BS, Univ of Houston-Downtown

Ivys R Fernandez Pastrana, BA (irf003@shsu.edu), Project Director; Adjunct, Department of Public Health, BA, Univ of Puerto Rico

Carolyn F Fiaschetti, EDD (cff004@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Miami University-Ohio

Emily Paige Figueroa, MA (emilyfigueroa@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Russell Brian Fincher, MM (rbf002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Univ of North Texas; BM, Sam Houston State University
Faculty

Evelyn Kimbriel Fitzgerald, PhD (kem031@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Richard Kirby Ford, EDD (rkf006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, EDD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M-Kingsville; BS, Texas A&M University

Tiffany Dawn Forester, MED (tds018@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Genevieve Rose Forey Juarez, MED (grf007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Texas-San Antonio

Michael Douglas Foster, BFA (mdf022@shsu.edu), Video Producer, Adjunct Faculty, Department of Mass Communication, BFA, Sam Houston State University

Lauren Cotner Francis, MA (lcf019@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MA, Southern Methodist University; BA, Univ of The South

Kristie L Franks, MS (stdkrx14@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Jennifer Franz-Melady, MA (jxf110@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MA, Ohio State University; BM, Univ of Rochester

Fredric Freeman, MS (fxf015@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MS, Thomas Jefferson Univ; BS, Thomas Jefferson Univ

Gregory James Fremin, MS (gxf014@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Practice of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Univ of Houston-Downtown; BS, Univ of Houston-Downtown

Kelley Anne Frierson, MA (kfrrierson@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BA, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi

Sarah Jill Fritsch, MS (sarah.fritsch@shsu.edu), Senior Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Daphne K Fulton, DPH (dfs005@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, DPH, Texas A&M University; MPH, Texas A&M University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Megan Funn, BS (mrf046@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice of Human Sciences, Department of Human Sciences, BS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

G

Anne R Gaillard, PhD (bio_arg@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty; Vice Provost, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Emory University; BS, Purdue University

Edward F Gallagher, JD (exg206@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice for Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, JD, Villanova University; MA, Univ of St Thomas; BA, Indiana University; BA, Indiana University

Analisa Garcia, MA (axg396@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MA, Azusa Pacific University; BA, Univ of Texas-Brownsville

Ashley Nicole Garcia, MSN (ann026@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas At Tyler; BSN, Sam Houston State University

Christopher John Garcia, MAED (chrisgarcia@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MAED, Trident Univer International; BBA, American Intercontinental Univ

Isanka Upul Udayanga Garli Hevage, PHD (iug002@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University

Emily Jane Garner, MA (ejg001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Erika Whitney Garrett, MFA (ewg009@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Houston-Main; BFA, Univ of Texas At Tyler

Nicole M. Garrison, MBA (gba_nmg@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Texas A&M University

Megan Renee Garzaglass, PHD (mrg044@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, California St Un-Sacramento
Kevin James Gasio, MM (kgj099@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MM, New York University; BA, Cal Poly St-Pomona

Katherine Quiggins Gaskamp, MA (kwq001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of History, Department of History, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Kathryn Pratt Gaston, MED (kpg006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MED, Sam Houston State University; MA, William & Mary College; BA, Univ of Richmond

Martin Daniel Gaston, MED (mdg078@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MED, Houston Christian University; BS, Texas Tech University

Dain A Geist, MFA (dag067@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Theatre and Musical Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, New School/Soc Rsrch; BFA, Adelphi University

Amber Elizabeth George, PHD (aeg079@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Suny At Binghamton; MA, Suny At Binghamton; BA, Suny College At Cortland

Elaine Barbara George, MS (ebg020@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, MS, University of Cali, San Fran; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Cruz; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Cruz

Arsalan Gharaveis, PHD (axg312@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Human Sciences, Department of Human Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MARCH, Iran University of Science and; BARCH, Iran University of Science and

Gloria T. Gilbert, MA (icc.gtg@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MA, Sam Houston State University; BSCJ, Sam Houston State University

Kathleen Crowley Gilbert, EDD (kgilbert@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Public Health, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Heidi Elizabeth Gilroy, PHD (heg023@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Texas Woman’s University; MSN, Illinois Benedtn Col; BS, Texas Woman's University

Naomi Kay Gjerve, DM (nkog003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, DM, Florida State University; MM, Florida State University; BM, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Sefik T Gokaslan, MD (stg016@shsu.edu), Professor of Practice in Pathology, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Univ of Istanbul

Danielle Marie Goodspeed, PHD (dmg048@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Rice University; MS, Rice University; BS, Roger Williams University; BS, Roger Williams University

Kendall Danielle Gragert, MA (kdk019@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Kim H Graham, MED (kkg083@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Donna June Grannan, MA (dgj059@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MA, Naval Postgrad Schl; MBA, Wesleyan College; BBA, Texas Christian University

Emily Jeannine Grantham, PHD (egj006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Human Sciences, Department of Human Sciences, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; BFA, Texas Tech University

Tayler Lorraine Gray, MA (tlg016@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Robert J. Greenberg, MS (rjg046@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, MS, Illinois State University; BS, Illinois State University

Christopher D Greenleaf, PHD (cdg053@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Rocky Mountain Univ Health Pro; MS, Middle Tennessee State Univ; BS, Charleston Southern University

Janet Lynn Gregory, DO (jlg160@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, DO, Univ of N. Texas Hlth Sci Cnt; BA, Univ of Louisiana-Monroe

Amber Dawn Griffin, MS (adgriffin@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Arizona State University; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Shaun T Griffiths, MFA (stg008@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Alfred University; MA, University of Sunderland; BFA, San Jose State University

Dana Rice Guidroz, DMA (drg059@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Southern Mississippi; MM, Florida State University; BM, Baylor University

Pooja Gupta, EDD (pxg055@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Special Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BEd, Women's University; BC, University of Bombay

Stuart West Gurley, PhD (swg003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Univ of New Mexico; BA, Austin College; BA, Austin College

Vianey Gutierrez, MA (vxg017@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, MA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Institute of Tech of Chihuahua

H

Farzana Hafeez, PHD (fxh021@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MS, Univ of Central Oklahoma; MSC, Univ of Karachi; BS, Univ of Karachi

Bruce D. Hall, MLIS (lib_bdh@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Non Instructional, MLIS, Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; BA, Old Dominion University

Christina Marie Hammons, MED (cmh085@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Tama Suzanne Hamrick, EDD (tathamrick@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Univ of Northern Colorado; BA, Univ of Northern Colorado

Tim T Harkrider, EDD (ttth013@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Robert G Harmon, MSN (rgh012@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BSN, Austin Peay State University

Katie Lee Ann Harris, MS (stdkld13@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Accounting, Department of Accounting, MS, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

La Tracy Verchell Harris, EDD (tivh005@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Prairie View A&M University; BBA, Univ of Houston-Downtown

Lisa Ann Harris, BFA (lah087@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, BFA, Univ of Houston-Main

Susan Renee Harte, EDD (susanharte@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MED, Lamar University; MA, Univ of Nebraska-Omaha; BSED, Peru State College

Deborah Rathke Harvey, MM (drrh074@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Rice University; BM, Northwestern University

Madison Brooke Hayman, MED (mbh020@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MED, Univ of Texas-Pan American; BS, Sam Houston State University

Marsha Pleshette Heard, EDD (mph030@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Univ of Texas-Arlington; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Houston Christian University; BS, Houston Christian University

Amy Kathleen Heath, PHD (stdakt13@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Dustin Michael Hebert, PHD (dmtk104@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty; Associate Dean COED, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, LSU & A&M College; EDSP, LSU & A&M College; MED, McNeese State University; BS, McNeese State University

Natalie D Hegwood, PHD (eco_ndh@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty and Assistant Dean, College of Business Administration, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Univ of Houston-Main; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Janene Withers Hemmen, EDD (stdjwh22@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Iowa State University
Michael Henderson, MFA (mhhenderson@shsu.edu), Professor of Art and Associate Dean, CAM; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of North Texas; BFA, Univ of North Texas

Nicole Renee Hendricks, PHD (nrh031@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Univ of Southern Mississippi; MA, Ball State University; BA, Quincy College

Kenneth E Hendrickson, PHD (keth@shsu.edu), Dean of Graduate Studies, Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, University of Iowa; MA, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Kevin Samuel Shaw Henning, PHD (henning@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Business Analysis, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; BBA, University of The Southwest

Kristin R Henze, MA (krh066@shsu.edu), Lecturer of History, Department of History, MA, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas Tech University

Ernesto Molinar Hernandez, PHD (emh060@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Human Science, Department of Human Sciences, PHD, Univ of Massachusetts-Amherst; MS, Oregon State University; BS, University of Guanajuato

Sarah Elizabeth Hibbs, DNP (seh089@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Chamberlain Coll of Nursing; MS, Texas Woman's University; BSN, Univ of Texas Medical Branch

Shaun Patrick Hillen, PHD (spoh027@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, PHD, Arizona State University; MM, Arizona State University; BM, Univ of Texas At Austin

Lonna Ann Marie Holland, MS (lah045@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Michael Gene Hollander, MBA (mgh035@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Business Analysis, Department of Economics & Intl Business, MBA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BBA, ST Edwards University

Maria Alexander Holmes, EDD (mah001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of First-Year Experience, Department of University Wide, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, The University of Memphis

Susan Lee Honeywell, MA (slh101@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Univ of Texas At Tyler; BS, Univ of Texas At Tyler

Daniel Taylor Horenstein, MS (dth041@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Physics and Astronomy, Department of Physics & Astronomy, MS, Georgia State University; BA, Columbia University

Dena Ruth Horne, MA (drh022@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Yewen Huang, PHD (yxh052@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Hebei Normal University; BS, Hebei Normal University

Cheri Hudgeons, MS (cxh022@shsu.edu), Senior Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Janice Marie Hudson, MED (jmh084@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Lamar University

Joan E.N. Hudson, PHD (bio_jxn@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, PHD, Iowa State University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Abby Janelle Hughes, MED (ajh101@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Billy S Humphrey, MS (icc_bsh@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Monique Chanel Huntley, PHD (mch067@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Texas Woman's University; MSN, Prairie View A&M University; BSN, Prairie View A&M University

Lane A Hurst, MS (lah005@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BSCJ, Sam Houston State University
Antionette Antwon Hutchinson, MSN (aah106@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BS, Texas Woman’s University

Aaron David Hyams, PHD (adh061@shsu.edu), Lecturer of History, Department of History, PHD, Marquette University; MA, Univ of Montana-Missoula; BA, Marquette University

Emanuel Gabriel Indrei, PHD (eindrei@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; BS, Georgia Inst of Tech

Jacqueline M Ingram, EDD (jmi002@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Hope Pilar Jackson, PHD (hpj002@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Nebraska Med Center; MSN, Univ of Nebraska Med Center; BSN, Creighton University

Marcia Lynn Jackson, PHD (mlj064@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Walden University; MS, Radford University; BA, Virginia Wesleyan College

Linda Sue James, MS (lsj007@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MS, University of Toronto; BSN, University of Western Ontario

Angela Faith Jarrell, PHD (afs014@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Texas Woman’s University; MSN, Duquesne University; BSN, Univ of Tx Health Science Cntr

Kimberly Diana Jarrell, MS (k dj032@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Public Health, Department of Public Health, MS, Sam Houston State University; BSN, Univ of Houston-Victoria

Harshani Jayabahu Arachchilage, PHD (hmj005@shsu.edu), Adjunct, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Wayne State University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, University of Kelaniya

Gretchen L Jefferson, PHD (glj008@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Oregon

Boyce William Jeffries, DMA (bwj009@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Toronto; MM, California St Un-Sacramento; BM, California St Un-Sacramento

Amanda Erin Johnson, MA (aej005@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Maya E Johnson, PHD (mej030@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Lincoln University

Desha Johnson Makiya, PHD (dxj016@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Texas At Tyler; MBA, University of Phoenix; BS, Alcorn State University

Domenique Elizabeth Jones, PHD (dej016@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Human Sciences, Department of Human Sciences, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Univ of North Texas

Philip R Jones, PHD (prj005@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, PHD, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; MA, Indiana University; MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BM, Univ of Houston-Main

Suzanne Smith Jones, MED (ssj027@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Teaching and Learning, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Univ of St Thomas; BS, Texas A&M University

William D Jones, PHD (wdj005@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Rice University; MA, Rice University; BA, Tulane University

Kelly Sue Jordan, MA (stdksr13@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Magen Leigh Jordan, MPH (mlj032@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Public Health, Department of Public Health, MPH, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University
K
Keith J. Kaczorek, MFA (kjk040@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, New York University; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Randi Nicole Kalich, MS (rnk014@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BSN, Un of Tx-HSC At Houston

Allen W. Kaminski, MS (awk002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Nichole J Karpel, EDD (njk017@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, George Washington University; MED, Penn State Un-Univ Park; BA, East Connecticut State Univ

Max Katz Crook, PHD (mxk095@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Nottingham

Soraya K Kawucha, PHD (skk003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Univ of North Texas

Janine N Kelly, EDD (jnk023@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, EDD, Seton Hall University; MA, Fordham University; BA, Rutgers University

William David Kenner, MFA (stdwdk12@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, New York University; BFA, Sam Houston State University

Colette R Kerwick, MFA (crm099@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BA, New Mexico State University

Doo Jin Kim, PHD (dxk045@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Physics and Astronomy, Department of Physics & Astronomy, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MS, Indiana University; BS, Seoul National University

Darla Renee King, MS (drk013@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of North Texas

Kimberly Campbell Kinnaird, PHD (ckk017@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Texas Woman's University; MLS, Texas Woman's University; BS, Texas A&M University

Shirley Ann Kitchens, MA (sak037@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MA, Texas Tech University; BSED, Texas Tech University

Elizabeth Colburn Klammer, EDD (stdeck11@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Leigh Anne Klawinsky, MED (stdlap12@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Marilyn K. Knappen, MS (mkk027@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana; BA, University of Iowa

Pat Ko, PHD (pxk018@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; MS, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; ME, Cornell University; BS, Cornell University

Calvin E Kossie, MED (cxk006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Prairie View A&M University; BS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Douglas Krienke, PHD (eng_mdka@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Toledo; MA, Texas A&M University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Lindsey Marie Krumpholz, MS (stdlmi14@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Diana Oliphant Kukua, MS (dxk009@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Samantha Jean Kurus, PHD (sjk021@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, California St Un-Fullerton; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
Brittany Lynn Kutter, MED (blk009@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Baylor University; BA, Baylor University

Travis Dale Lake, MFA (tlake@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BFA, Univ of Utah

Kayed I Lakhia, MS (kxl069@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MS, Massachusetts Inst of Tech

Jarod Michael Lambert, EDD (jml013@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Albert Bakarr Lansana, MS (abl027@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Univ of Detroit; MA, Univ of Detroit; BS, Eastern Michigan University

Kyle Anthony Laqua, MBA (kal030@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MBA, Texas Tech University; MS, Sam Houston State University

Sheryl Laurente, MS (sxl146@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MS, Walden University; BS, West Visayas State University

Dustin Ray LeNorman, MS (dlenorman@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Kinesiology, MS, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Rudy Leal McCormack, PHD (rudymc@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Colorado State University; MA, Florida Int'l Univ; BA, Florida Int'l Univ; BA, Florida Int'l Univ

Jessica Ruth Lee, MA (jrl035@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Townes Randolph Leigh, DO (trl027@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Family Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, DO, West Virginia School Osteo Med; BS, Univ of Tennessee-Martin

Olena Viacheslavivna Leipnik, PHD (oxl001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Kharkiv VN Karazin Nat'l Univ; MA, Luhansk T. S. Pedagogical Univ; MA, Kyiv Taras Shevchenko Nat'l Univ; BA, Kyiv Taras Shevchenko Nat'l Univ

Li-Jen Yu Lester, EDD (lys001@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty; Assoc Dean COSET, Department of Computer Science, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Tahan Institute of Technology

Rebecca Lyn Lewis, MA (rll004@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Non Instructional, MA, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas Tech University

Samuel Joseph Lippert, PHD (sjl054@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Montana; BS, Univ of Portland; BS, Univ of Portland

Rector Bill Livingston, MS (rbl003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Texas A&M University

Jennifer Elaine Llewellyn, MED (jel050@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Brigham Young University

Cathy Lynn Lockwood, MS (cll011@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Brian M Loft, PHD (mth_bml@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Assistant Provost of Sponsored Programs, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Univ of Oregon; MS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BS, Louisiana Tech University

Hashani Dulanga Lokugama, MS (hdl015@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, University of Cumbroo

Kori Lynn Long, MED (kla032@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MED, Lamar University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Mia Chandra Long Anderson, PHD (mcl055@shsu.edu), Associate Dean CAM; Professor and Acting Chair of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MS, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BA, Univ of Georgia

Donnie Aristidez Lopez, MA (dal042@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Purdue University; BA, Univ of Houston-Downtown
Ian Stuart Lovestock, MS (isl001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Texas-San Antonio

Kirby Kincannon Luna, MA (kak075@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, MA, Sam Houston State University

Kevin Paul Lunsford, MS (kpl003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Candy Renee Lynch, MS (crl003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Accounting, Department of Accounting, MS, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Phillip Mitchell Lyons, PhD (icc_pml@shsu.edu), Professor of Security Studies; Dean, College of Criminal Justice, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PhD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; JD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake

Elias John Lytton, MFA (ejl035@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Florida; BFA, Univ of Houston-Main

M

Nathan Machart, MFA (stdnpm12@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MFA, University of Iowa; BA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Jonathan B Mackey, JD (jbm054@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, JD, Texas Tech University; MS, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MS, Univ of Texas-San Antonio; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Teresa Tran Macleod, MSN (ttm026@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BSN, Univ of Texas At Austin

Tyler J Manolovitz, MS (tyler@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Non Instructional, MS, Univ of North Texas; BA, Dickinson State University

Sarita Shree Mantravadi, PHD (ssm052@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MS, California St Un-Los Angeles; MPH, California St Un-Long Beach; BA, California St Un-Dominguez Hil

Ronald C. Marasco, MS (rcm049@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MS, Iowa State University; BA, California St Un-Fullerton

Russell Wayne Marcontell, MFA (rwm020@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Uni de Guanajuato Inst Allende; BFA, Sam Houston State University

Michael Marsh, MED (mxm177@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Southeastern Oklahoma St Univ

Heath Garrett Martin, MM (hgm002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Univ of Houston-Main; BM, Sam Houston State University

Stephen A Martin, MM (stdsam28@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, New England Consv/Music; BM, Sam Houston State University

Aaron Paul Martinez, MM (stdapm14@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Sam Houston State University; BM, Sam Houston State University

Karen Kittrell May, MS (kkm045@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MS, Texas Woman's University; BS, LSU & A&M College

Stephanie Ann Mayne, MSN (sam100@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas At Tyler; BSN, Sam Houston State University

Seth Thomas McAdow, MM (stm001@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MM, Northwestern University; BM, Sam Houston State University

Kimberly Walker McAlister, EDD (kwm019@shsu.edu), Visiting Professor and Acting Chair of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, EDD, Univ of Louisiana-Monroe; MED, Northwestern St Un of Louisiana; BS, Univ of Louisiana-Monroe

Darla Deann McBryde, MM (dxm121@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, MM, Stephen F Austin University; BMED, Baylor University

Patricia Ann McClure, MED (stdpad15@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BAT, Sam Houston State University

John Michael McCroskey (jmm069@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music

Kathleen Elisabeth McMahon, MS (kem001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, MS, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University
Edna Sue McMillan, MS (esm021@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Texas College

Ashley Baines McNeese, MA (abm072@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Liberty University; BCE, Southeastern Free Will Baptist

Aprille Daevonda McQueen, MS (adm104@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MS, Sam Houston State University; MS, Prairie View A&M University; BS, Prairie View A&M University

Rebekah L McQueen, BM (rlc040@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, BM, Sam Houston State University

Robert Wayne Mcqueen, MS (rwm021@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice of Wildlife Management, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Eastern Kentucky University

Jeramy Paul Meacham, PhD (jpm073@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mkrg. & Info Systems, PHD, Jackson State University; MBA, McNeese State University; BS, Nicholls State University

Julio Cesar Medina Lopez, MA (jcm048@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, MA, Sam Houston State University; LICEN, Universidad Contemporanea

Michelle Fecowycz Meers, MA (mfm003@shsu.edu), Career Services Counselor, Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Texas A&M University

 Gurinderjit B. Mehta, PHD (mis.gbm@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Business Administration, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, PHD, Panjab University; MS, Univ of North Texas; MED, Panjab University; MA, Panjab University; BEd, Panjab University; BA, Panjab University

Melissa Lee Meltzer, PHD (melissa.meltzer@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Pennsylvania; MPH, Univ of Tx Health Science Cntr; MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, U-Houston Downtown

Melissa Ann Merritt, MS (mam164@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, MS, Sam Houston State University; BACJ, Univ of Central Florida

Kayla Dee Middleton, EDD (kdm136@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Liberty University; MA, National University; BA, National University

Alexander Mikeshev, PHD (abm017@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Perm State University; MS, Perm State University; BS, Perm State University

Brian Miller, DMA (brianmiller@shsu.edu), Associate Dean, College of Fine Arts and Mass Communication; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Non Instructional, DMA, Arizona State University; MMUS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BME, Texas Christian University

Robert Lloyd Milner, MBA (rlm088@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Entrepreneurship, Department of Business Admin & Entrep, MBA, University of Phoenix; BS, Park University

Volha Minich (vxm050@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Sciences, MS, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Belarusian State University

Felicia Leila Mirghassemi, PHD (flm002@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Univ of Texas At Tyler; BS, Univ of Texas At Tyler

Lloyd Jason Mitchell, MAED (ljm076@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MAED, Argosy University; BFA, Northern Arizona University

Benjamin Mitchell-Yellin, PHD (bxm040@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Calif-Riverside; MA, Boston College; BA, Univ of Michigan

Tudor Mitroi, MFA (tmtroi@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of North Texas; DIPL, Institute of Plastic Art

Charles Darrel Mize, EDD (cdm060@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Management, Marketing and Information Systems, Department of Mgmt, Mkrg. & Info Systems, EDD, Texas Tech University; MED, Texas Tech University; BA, Lubbock Christian University

James Arnold Mobley, MD (jam187@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Public Health, Department of Public Health, MD, Univ of Texas HSC-San Antonio; MPH, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

David Joseph Moeller, MD (djm087@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice in Radiology, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Univ of Texas Medical Branch; MS, Saint Mary's College; BS, St Edwards University

Zachary A Montz, PHD (zmontz@shsu.edu), Lecturer of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Stanford University
Holly Marie Tetreault Moore, EDD (hmm039@shsu.edu), Assoc Dir of Alt Cert Program; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MSED, Univ of Kansas; BS, Oklahoma State University

Michael Copeland Moore, DVM (mcm014@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, DVM, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University; BS, Univ of Texas Medical Branch

Cindy Zuleyra Morataya, MSN (czm002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Un of Tx-HSC At Houston; BSN, Univ of Texas-HSC At Houston

Brandon R Morrison, MBA (brm030@shsu.edu), System Analyst II, Adjunct Faculty, Department of Mgmt, Mktg & Info Systems, MBA, Wayland Baptist University

Chanika T Moses, MS (stdctm17@shsu.edu), Sports Nutrition Coordinator; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Human Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University

Marceleen Mari Mosher, MA (mmosher@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Augsburg College

Lindsey Elizabeth Mudge, MS (lkm098@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Accounting, Department of Accounting, MS, Texas A&M University; BBA, Texas A&M University

Kelly Llean Muns, MFA (km022@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Abilene Christian University

Lucas J Murgida, MFA (ljm075@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; BFA, San Francisco Art Inst

Divya Murthy, MFA (divym@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Tufts University; BFA, Univ of Houston-Main

Rebecca Myers, MED (rmp037@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Utah State University

Sujey C Myers, MA (scm025@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Spanish, Department of World Languages & Cultures, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Albert Nardone, PHD (ajn007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of New Mexico; MED, Sul Ross State University; MED, Sul Ross State University; MA, New York University; BSED, Peru State College

Sekineh Nasiri, EDD (snn015@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BA, Islamic Azad University

Rebecca Neill, PHD (rnn008@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Karen Lee Nelson, PHD (kln005@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychology, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Southwestern University

Erin Jean Neve, MFA (eneve@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Minnesota; MAE, Texas Tech University; MA, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas Tech University

Haitrieu Thi Nguyen, MA (htn003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Sociology, Department of Sociology, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Southwestern University

Kristin Leigh Nicholson, PHD (kln017@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Brooke Elizabeth Nodeland, PHD (benn012@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Univ of North Texas

Fawzi Mohamed Noman, MBA (fnoman@shsu.edu), Staff Assistant Dean - COBA; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Mgmt, Mktg & Info Systems, MBA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Adam Jay Norris, MFA (ajn032@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Western Illinois University
Ralph Coleman Norris, PHD (rcn006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, PHD, University of Wales; MA, Georgia State University; BA, Kennesaw State University

Vivian Helga Nowazek, PHD (vhn003@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BN, University of Manitoba

Michael Edwin Noyes, PHD (men014@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; MA, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; BA, Allegheny College

Caitlin O'Connell, PHD (cmo042@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of Pittsburg; BS, Univ of Rochester

Ronald B O'Neal, PHD (boneal@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice in Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Our Lady of Lake University; MBA, University of Phoenix; BA, Howard University

Simmie Mirinda Oden, MA (smo006@shsu.edu), Senior Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Texas A&M University

Rebecca A Okungu, MSN (rao019@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Prairie View A&M University; BSN, Prairie View A&M University

Robert Benoni Osborne, MM (rbo002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Southern Methodist University; BM, Texas Tech University

Andrew Arthur Oswald, MA (andy@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Teaching & Learning, MA, Our Lady of Lake University; BS, Texas A&M University

Lauren Elizabeth Owens, MA (leo017@shsu.edu), Lauren Owens, Department of English, MA, Stephen F Austin University; BA, Stephen F Austin University

Jill Saundra Pagels, EDD (jsp018@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Teaching and Learning, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Arizona

Samitha Dilhani Panangala, PHD (sdp021@shsu.edu), Org Chem Lab Instr & Coord; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ of Texas at Dallas; MS, Sam Houston State University

Nicholas Charles Pappas, PHD (his_ncp@shsu.edu), Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Stanford University; AM, Stanford University; AB, Stanford University

Michael Jun Pararuan, MA (mjp050@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Stephen F Austin University

Michelle Renae Parker, EDD (stdmrh14@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Katherine Cabaniss Parsley, JD (kcp033@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice for Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, JD, Pepperdine Univ; BS, Pepperdine Univ

Christopher Francis Patane, PHD (cfp009@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia

Nilam Patel, MA (nxp019@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Rice University

Dwayne Pavelock, EDD (agr_dxp@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Texas Tech University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Gary Lynn Payne, MBA (glp001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Kathryne Dawne Pelton, MS (kdp014@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MS, West Virginia University; MBA, West Virginia University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Amanda Pepping, DM (ajp028@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, DM, Univ of Texas At Austin; MM, Arizona State University; BM, Arizona State University
Samuel L Perkins, PHD (slp018@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin
Melinda Kay Perzan-Wooderson, EDD (edu_mwp@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University
Audrey Flores Petty, MA (afp016@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, MA, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Stephen F Austin University
Benjamin Scott Petty, MED (stdbsp11@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Florida College
Michael Carson Pinney, MA (mcp063@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin
Prasopsuk Yabsantiya Pinto, EDD (yp001@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Texas A&M-Kingsville; BED, Chulalongkorn University
Penny Cryer Pitrucha, MA (pcp004@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University
Charlotte Lindsey Pitts, EDD (cxl094@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, EDD, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; MED, Univ of Nevada-Las Vegas; BS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake
Jake Alan Portie, MFA (jap098@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BFA, Sam Houston State University
Rebecca Ann Price, MS (stdrap18@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University
Daniel Gerard Puhl, MBA (dgp016@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Accounting, Department of Accounting, MBA, Metropolitan State University, BS, Univ of Minnesota
David L Pulling, MA (dlp059@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Univ of Louisiana-Lafayette; BA, Louisiana College
Q
Luther Doyle Quarles, DO (ldq001@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Osteopathic Principles and Practice, Department of Osteopath Principles & Pract, DO, Phil Coll of Osteo Med; MS, Drexel University; BS, Hampton University
R
Christopher Justin Rabe, MS (cjr067@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, MS, Texas A&M-Kingsville; BS, Texas A&M-Kingsville
Lauren Irma Rabe, DPA (lauren.rabe@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Public Health, Department of Public Health, DPA, California Baptist University; MPA, Univ of Texas-Pan American; BS, Texas A&M-Kingsville
Mohammad Mahabub Rahman, PHD (mmr076@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; MS, Jagannath University; BS, Jagannath University
Jayanthi Ramamooorthy, MS (jxr153@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice, Department of Computer Science, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Bangalore University; BS, Bangalore University; BS, Bangalore University
Patricia Kay Ramsay, MFA (pxr015@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Syracuse University; BFA, The University of the Arts
Thushara Dhammika Ranatunga, PHD (tdr049@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Environmental and Geosciences, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of Cincinnati; MA, Univ of Cincinnati; BS, University of Peradeniya
Debra A Rawlins, MMED (dhr001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MMED, Texas Tech University; BMED, Texas Tech University
Jonathan M Read, MFA (jmr138@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main
Rosa Martinez Readore, EDD (stdrmv11@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University
Hope Althea Reeves, MSN (har029@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Houston-Main; BSN, Thomas Jefferson Univ
Jennifer Muir Reeves, MSN (jmr033@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BSN, Univ of Texas-Arlington

William Francis Reilly Jr., MFA (wfr005@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, American Film Inst Conservator; BA, Columbia College-Chicago

Robert W. Rice, PHD (rgs_rwr@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice in Anatomical Sciences, Department of Clinical Anatomy, PHD, New York Medical College; MS, New York Medical College; AB, Cornell University

Nathan Joseph Ridings, MFA (nji004@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Kiana Rios-Mangual, MFA (kxr008@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Tracy Ann Robbins, MFA (tar056@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Cincinnati; BFA, Art Academy of Cincinnati

Tamara Robert, MED (txr054@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MED, Georgia State University; BS, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham

Shani Nicole Robinson, PHD (snr001@shsu.edu), Senior Associate Dean, COBA; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Accounting, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Jessica Rose Roetzler, MSN (jrd043@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ. of Texas-Med-Galveston; BSN, Sam Houston State University

Pedro Antonio Romero Rojas, PHD (par031@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, University of Siegen; MSC, University of Siegen

Carl Allen Root, PHD (crr116@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MS, Eastern Kentucky University; BA, Eastern Kentucky University; BA, Eastern Kentucky University

Sonceria Lena Roper, DNP (srl083@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Prairie View A&M University; MSN, Prairie View A&M University; BSN, Prairie View A&M University

David Anthony Rosario, BS (dar085@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice of Art, Department of Art, BS, Thomas Jefferson Univ; CERT, Southern Methodist University

Robert Ellis Roush, EDD (rer022@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Public Health, Department of Public Health, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MPH, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MED, Sam Houston State University; BM, Univ of Houston-Main

Charlotte Neleen Royall, MM (cnr039@shsu.edu), Lecturer-Pool Faculty (COE), Department of Teaching & Learning, MM, Sam Houston State University; BM, Univ of Houston-Main

Jack Dennis Runyan, PHD (jxr136@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, Univ of New Mexico; MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Univ of Texas Medical Branch

Eugene Ryman, MS (ejr033@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, MS, New York University; BS, New York University

S

Rebecca M Saiz, MED (rms085@shsu.edu), Dir Accred & Aacntablty Svc; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, West Texas A&M State Univ; BS, West Texas A&M State Univ

Amelia Brooke Salazar, EDD (abs064@shsu.edu), Assoc Vice Prov Student Success; Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, EDD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MA, Univ of Central Florida; BA, Univ of Central Florida; BS, Univ of Central Florida

Andrea Sanchez, MSW (axs075@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MSW, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Brent W Sanderlin, DO (b.sanderlin@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Family Medicine; Chair, Primary Care & Clinical Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Med; DO, Univ of North TX Hlth Sci Cnr; BS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Melissa Banik Saphos, MED (mbs051@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BS, Sam Houston State University
Elizabeth Harris Sargent, DO (ehs008@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi*, DO, William Carey University; BA, Univ of Mississippi

Rhonda Gayle Savoy, MS (stdrgs14@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of Public Health, Department of Public Health*, MS, Sam Houston State University; BAAS, Sam Houston State University

Rachel Marie Scherer, MA (rmbo01@shsu.edu), *Instructional Design SpecLat, Adjunct Faculty, Department of Engineering Technology*, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Bennie Lee Schiro, JD (bls025@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology*, JD, Oklahoma City Univ; BSCJ, Sam Houston State University

Bradley Allen Seaberg, MA (bas029@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy*, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Madison Kendall Seagraves, MS (mks040@shsu.edu), *Academic Recovery Coordinator, Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide*, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Christina Marie Seeger, MLS (seeger@shsu.edu), *Clinical Assistant Professor, Newton Gresham Library, Department of Non Instructional*, MLS, Emporia State University; BA, California St Un-Long Beach

Sharmistha Self, PhD (xxs257@shsu.edu), *Professor of Economics and Dean of the College of Business, Department of Economics & Intl Business*, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MA, Jadavpur University; BED, Annamalai University; BA, Jadavpur University

Xavier Serna, PhD (xxs008@shsu.edu), *Visiting Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology*, PHD, Texas A&M University; BA, Beloit College; BA, Beloit College

Lauren Rose Serrano, MFA (lrs054@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of Dance, Department of Dance*, MFA, Sam Houston State University; MA, Cuny Hunter College; BFA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara

Angela Dawn Shackelford, MA (ads047@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of English, Department of English*, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Angela Elisabeth Shaffer, MA (aes075@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of English, Department of English*, MA, Angelo State University; BA, Angelo State University

Natasha Vipul Shah, MD (nxs059@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi*, MD, Texas A&M University; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin

Joseph F Shannon, PhD (jfs028@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences*, PHD, Stephen F Austin University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Tannie H Shannon, MA (ths001@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of English, Department of English*, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

KKenneth H Sheirr, BA (kxs135@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology*, BA, Cornell University

David Cameron Shields, PhD (dcs048@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy*, PHD, Regent University; MS, Nova Southeastern University; BS, University of Mount Olive

Elizabeth L Shively, PhD (els032@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of Political Science, Department of Political Science*, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MA, George Washington University; BA, Indiana University

Gregg Stephen Silberg, DO (gss023@shsu.edu), *Professor of Clinical Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi*, DO, Kansas City Univ of Med&BioSci; MBA, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BS, Drake University

Melissa Janette Silvera, MSN (mxs180@shsu.edu), *Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing*, MSN, Grand Canyon Univ.; BSN, Grand Canyon Univ.

Gabriela Judith Silvestre, PhD (gjs020@shsu.edu), *Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Educational Leadership*, PHD, University of Pittsburgh; MED, University of Pittsburgh; CERN, Universidad Nacional Del Lit

Valeece Linyae Simmons-Davis, EDD (vls035@shsu.edu), *Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning*, EDD, Univ of Louisiana-Monroe; MED, Northwestern St Un of Louisiana; BS, McNeese State University

Janet G Sipes, PhD (jgs050@shsu.edu), *Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics*, PHD, Arizona State University; MA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Texas Woman's University; BA, Texas A&M - Commerce
Pamela Forester Slagle, MSN (pfs004@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, University of Phoenix; BS, Univ of Mary Hardin Baylor

Margaret Garnett Smallwood, MA (mgs043@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Sam Houston State University; MBA, Univ of Texas At Dallas; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara

Chelsea Koli Smith, MED (cxs027@shsu.edu), Assoc Dean Parent Rel Sp Prgms, Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, MED, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Treston Mace Smith, MA (tms061@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Beverly Ann Smith-Edwards, PHD (bas076@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; MLIS, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; BSED, Mayville State University

Paul Bradley Smithers, MS (pbs007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of Houston-Downtown

Anne Bennett Cook Smithson, PHD (abs055@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, George Mason University; JD, Northern Kentucky; MA, Georgetown University; BA, Univ of Kentucky

Seth David Snow, MA (sds087@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Univ of Akron; BEd, Ashland University

Jamie Marie Speck, MFA (jms270@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; MA, Stephen F Austin University; BFA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Scharlotte Spencer, DNP (sx179@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Chamberlain Coll of Nursing; MSN, Prairie View A&M University; BSN, Prairie View A&M University

James Frank Spicer, MS (jfs031@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Jeffrey Alan Springer, EDD (jas282@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Concordia University; MSSC, U.S. Sports Academy; BAT, Sam Houston State University

David D Stender, MCJ (dxs127@shsu.edu), Adjunct, Department of Security Studies, MCJ, Boston University

Amber Yvonne Stepanik, MFA (ays018@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Trinity University

Kristen Renee Stevens, MM (kxs114@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Sam Houston State University; BME, Houston Christian University

Christopher Ray Stewart, MS (crs003@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Sandra K Stewart, EDD (sks050@shsu.edu), Associate Dean Of Education, Adjunct Faculty, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Stephen F Austin University; MED, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Diane Stoebner-May, PHD (dxa011@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Univ of Texas-El Paso; BA, Univ of Texas-San Antonio

Shantha Y Stokes, PHD (sys003@shsu.edu), Asst Dir Counseling Center, Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, PHD, Roosevelt University; MA, Roosevelt University; BA, University of Iowa

Ted Henry Stuberfield, EDD (ths010@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, EDD, Lamar University; MED, Lamar University; BS, Lamar University

Allison Rae Styes, MA (stdarm19@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Baylor University

Mst Rasheda Sultana, PHD (mxs218@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Public Health, Department of Public Health, PHD, Grad Sch & Uni Center; MPHIL, Grad Sch & Uni Center; MSC, University of Dhaka; BSC, University of Dhaka

Jennifer Shaw Swailes, MA (jss085@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin

Amanda K Swain, MM (aks078@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Northwestern University; BM, Univ of Texas At Austin
Dominique Tarpey, MA (dxt060@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MA, Naval Postgrad Schl; MA, Univ of Denver; BA, Syracuse University

Chelsea Brieanne Taylor, MFA (cbt012@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Colorado; BFA, Sam Houston State University

Peggy Hejtmancik Taylor, MD (pht005@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, MD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Texas A&M University

Shannon M Taylor, EDD (smt050@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, California Luthrn Un; MED, Baylor University; BS, Baylor University

Terry Mark Thibodeaux, PHD (scm_tmt@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Univ of Southern Mississippi; MED, McNeese State University; BA, McNeese State University

Sharon Anne Thomas, PHD (sat053@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa; MA, Univ of Kentucky

Sonja Rena Thomas, MSN (srt045@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Capella University; BSN, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Christine C. Thompson, MA (ath_cat@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Kinesiology, MA, Sam Houston State University; BAT, Sam Houston State University

Wendy A Tisdel, MED (wat004@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of Texas-San Antonio

Mary Mercedes Tomkins, PHD (mmt046@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Abilene Christian University; BS, Abilene Christian University

Steven Craig Toney, MED (sct017@shsu.edu), Superintendent of Schools, Department of Educational Leadership, MED, Texas A&M-Texarkana; MEDI, Southwest Baptist Theo Seminar

Rhodena P Townsell, PHD (rpt008@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Prairie View A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BAT, Sam Houston State University

Kimberly Lashay Townsend, MS (klo001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Human Sciences, Department of Human Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Tanesha Michelle Tran, DNP (tmt055@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Univ. of Texas-Med-Galveston; MSN, Univ. of Texas-Med-Galveston; BSN, Texas Tech Univ-Hlth Sci Cntr

Frank Troyka, MM (htf001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MM, Sam Houston State University; BM, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Rawya Ahmad Tubaishat, MS (rat037@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MS, Prairie View A&M University

David Leon Tumlinson, MS (dlt013@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice & Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, St Mary'S University

Keila E Tyner, PHD (kxt033@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Practice of Human Sciences, Department of Human Sciences, PHD, Iowa State University; MS, Colorado State University; BS, Texas Christian University

Oluchi Chimyerem Ujoatu, DNP (ocu004@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Prairie View A&M University; MSN, Walden University

Judy Carol Upshaw, MSN (jcu002@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BSN, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Scott S Vaculik, MA (ssv001@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Kinesiology, MA, Sam Houston State University; BSRS, Ohio University; BSSPS, Ohio University
Mayra Danielle Vargas, PHD (mdv026@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Mihai Vatca, DMA (mxv029@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Houston-Main; MM, Sam Houston State University; BFA, Gheorghe Dima Music Academy

Jill Sharp Vaughan, BBA (jls227@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice and Chair of Banking, Department of Finance & Banking, BBA, Sam Houston State University

Tabitha M Venable, MA (tmv015@shsu.edu), Lecturer of American Sign Language, Department of World Languages & Cultures, MA, Gallaudet University; BA, Gallaudet University

Stacey Lynn Victor, EDD (edu_sle01@shsu.edu), Professor of Education and Dean, College of Education, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MED, Texas A&M - Commerce; BA, Texas A&M University

Maureen Victoria, MS (mvx100@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MS, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Veronica Vijil, EDD (vvgv001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Indiana Wesleyan University; BS, Univ of Texas-El Paso

Shelby Alverson Villarreal, MA (sna013@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Texas A&M University

Tracy Lynn Voelker, MEd (tlv013@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Teaching and Learning, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Univ of Houston-Victoria; BS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Kimberly Marie Waaso, DO (kmw135@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, DO, Kansas City Univ of Med&BioSci; BS, Michigan State University

Amanda Norman Waites, MFA (arn034@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Theatre and Musical Theatre, Department of Theatre & Musical Theatre, MFA, Tulane University; BM, Loyola Univ-New Orleans

Caroline Eleanor Waldbuesser, PHD (waldbuesserc@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Ohio University; MA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BS, Missouri State University

Heather Ellen Walker, DNP (hew027@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Univ of Texas At Austin; MSN, Capella University; BSN, Univ of Texas At Austin

Candace Lynn Walkley, MD (clw117@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, MD, Univ of Texas SW Medical Cente; BS, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Courtney Nicole Wallace, MA (cnw008@shsu.edu), Senior Lecturer of Public Health, Department of Public Health, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Renece Waller-Wise, DNP (rwx029@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Troy University; BS, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham; BSN, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham

Jian Zhong Wang, PHD (jzwang@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics and Statistics; Professor Emeritus, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Wuhan University; MS, Zhejiang University; BS, Peking University

Susanna Campbell Wang, MM (scw041@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Stephen F Austin University; BA, Thomas Edison State University

Steve Warkentin, MM (stevewarkentin@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Northwestern University; BM, University of Toronto

Chris Kiskinis Warmac, MA (ckw025@shsu.edu), Lecturer of American Sign Language, Department of World Languages & Cultures, MA, Gallaudet University; BA, Gallaudet University

Thomas Ray Warren, MS (trw002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Michesha Sherrelle Washington, MA (msk017@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, MA, Texas Southern University; BA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos
Rita Jane Watkins, EDD (icc_rjw@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; MPA, Texas A&M University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Penny Lea Watson, MA (plw010@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Political Science, Department of Political Science, MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Cheryl M Watts, MED (cmw022@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MED, Univ of North Texas; BAT, Sam Houston State University

Terrence R Waugh, PHD (trw006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MS, Univ of Nebraska-Omaha; BA, Creighton University

John Barry WeHunt, ME (jbw037@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, ME, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BS, Purdue University

Melinda Rachelle Weathers, PHD (mweathers@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, George Mason University; MA, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Texas A&M University

Laura Marlise Weaver, MA (lmw083@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MA, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BA, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Vanessa Rochelle Weaver, DNP (vwr010@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, DNP, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MSN, Prairie View A&M University; BSN, Prairie View A&M University

Emily E Weber, MS (eeew019@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, University of Iowa

Kelly Lynn Matheney Weikle, PHD (klw121@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Ohio University; MA, Ohio University; MMC, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; BSJ, West Virginia University

Susan Keaton Weimer, MS (skw019@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MS, Western Governors University; BS, Western Governors University

Edith Carol Wells, MFA (ediewells@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice in Art, Department of Art, MFA, Goddard College; MA, Southwest Baptist Theo Seminar; BS, Auburn University

William Christopher Whitmire, MFA (wcw009@shsu.edu), Lecturer of English, Department of English, MFA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Amy Saxton Wiggs, MM (axs116@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Rice University; BM, Rice University

Nelka Chithrani Wijesinghe, PHD (ncw020@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Physics, Department of Physics & Astronomy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Univ of Houston-Main; BSC, Univ of Peradeniya

Rachael W Wilcox, EDD (rmw017@shsu.edu), Senior Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sunny At Plattsburgh

Chloe Lashea Williams, MSN (clw097@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ. of Texas-Med-Galveston; BSN, Univ. of Texas-Med-Galveston; CERN, Texas Woman's University

Matthew Stephen Williams, MS (mww013@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Trevor C Williams, MA (tcw025@shsu.edu), Adjunct, Department of Kinesiology, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of Delaware

Willie Royce Williams, MFA (wwr010@shsu.edu), Professor of Practice of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Southern California; BFA, Texas A&M-Kingsville

Susannah Leigh Williamson, PHD (sxw058@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Teachers College Columbia Univ; BA, Brown University; BA, Brown University

Martha E Willis, MA (mew055@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Art, Department of Art, MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake

Brent Young Wilson, MS (byw002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Courtney Kay Wilson, PHD (stdckw11@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University wide, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Sam Houston State University
Marsha Clark Wilson, MBA (mcw021@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MBA, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin

Mary Catherine Brown Wilson, MS (mcb059@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Agricultural Sciences, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Candice Brittany Wilson-Stykes, PHD (cbw019@shsu.edu), Lecturer of First Year Experience, Department of University Wide, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, New York University; BA, Columbia University

Beth Inwood Windisch, MA (biw005@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, MA, Naval Postgrad Schl; MA, National Defense University; BA, Indiana University

Mary K. Wisenbaker, EDD (mkw033@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Megan Leigh Woolford, MD (mlw090@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Family Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, MD, Baylor College of Medicine; BS, Texas A&M University

Paul J Worosello, MM (pjw009@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MM, West Texas A&M State Univ; BM, West Texas A&M State Univ

Jacqueline Jarosz Wukich, PHD (jjw033@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Case Western Reserve Univ; MID, University of Pittsburgh; MBA, John Carroll University; BSBA, John Carroll University

Brooklynn Joy Wynveen, PHD (bjw028@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Clemson University; MNRD, Texas A&M University; BA, Univ of Maryland-Univ Coll

X

Fangxin Xu, MA (fxx006@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BA, Indiana University-Bloomington

Y

Richard Michael Yawn, MA (mike.yawn@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of Political Science, MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Beyza Nur Yilmaz, MA (beyzayilmaz@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Teaching & Learning, MA, Middle East Technical Univ; BA, Istanbul Univ

Margaret Sucec Young, MED (msyoung@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Texas A&M University

Marsha Muecke Young, PHD (mmy008@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Baylor University; MA, Baylor University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Z

Abdulhamid Muftah Zaidi, PHD (amz024@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MS, Coventry University; BSC, Faculty of Computer Technology

Paul W Zurutskie, MD (pzw001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine, Department of Primary Care & Clinical Medi, MD, Drexel University; BS, Duke University; BS, Duke University

Mingming Zhang, PHD (mxz039@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics & Statistics, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MS, Oklahoma State University

Kelly Kristine Zinn, PHD (kkzinn@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Loyola Univ-Chicago; MS, Univ of Nebraska Med Center; BSN, Clarkson College

Lance D Zuckero, MSN (ldz002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston